








Every moment, we hope 
to extend our reach 
closer to what we have 
yet to know, knowing 
that Trinity has only 
shown us the 
guidelines to this lifelong 
endeavor. Reach out, 
they say. Reach out. 




This year is the last of an era at 
Trinity College. After thirty-three years of 
dedication to this institution, 
Theodore Lockwood is signing off. The 
following is his essay reflecting on 




The tragedy of the world is that those who are 
imaginative have but slight experience, and 
those who are experienced have feeble 
imaginations. Fools act on imagination without 
knowledge; pedants act on knowledge without 
imagination. The task of a university is to weld 
together imagination and experience. 





Everybody knows that the total 
aggregate happiness of mankind is 
increased by every mans' being left to 
the unbiased, unfettered, 
determination of his own will and 
judgment as to how he will employ 




Time is relative, 
So is space, 
Break your watch, 




We will leave Trinity College, under-
standing better how to think and 
how to better take in more of all of 
it. But being handed a skin of a 
dead sheep at graduation isn't 
what will keep the mind alive. 
Hopefully, it is an inspiration. 
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Summer, Fall, Winter, and Spring. The seasons 
spread their wings over us and continue to fly by, until 
we are caught once again in their shadow. The seniors 
of 1981 will remember those seasons, and later, their 
memory will be aided by the following calendar, 



















It happens every year. 
People pale. 
The squirrels turn into pigs. 
The canadian geese (and many other 
people) fly south. 
The T -shirts from the Virgin Islands are 
buried to be replaced by sweaters from 
Norway. 
The beaches become secluded havens 
for erstwhile lovers. 
The general issue of the leaves falling off 
the trees is greeted by the little runts 
who find ecstacy in resilient piles which 
someone else has raked together. 
We throw off the yoke of the groggy, 
lethargic summer, and wonder why 
nothing got done. 
Our minds spark with energy as the first 
chills of winter envigorate our thoughts 
and motivations. 
And then, the most pleasant surprise, 









At Large SGA 
Elections: 
Pomeroy & Carrigan 
victorious. 
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"Hello, How's everything, 
Hello!" So many lost 
faces you see again. But 
you might snarl at 
yourself because some of 
the names belonging to 





Younger sisters in tiny 
tweed and green 
German jackets sat ...,., -·~ 
mesmerized in the little '""' 
ditch watching the soccer 
game while their 
parents sat above them on the hill passing 
thermoses. In the stands the tweed 
jackets of the reserved section were 
flanked by the less reserved rabble of 
students. 
Everywhere the slightly-older 
generation turned and smiled, and in each 
glance, people slightly unfocused as 
memories came back. The sun caught old 
friends, stray puppies, the flash in 
everyone's eyes of it being just an 
afternoon to celebrate. 
The high spirits of the alums seemed to 
remind all the undergrads that college is 
indeed a good time. By the way, who won 
the game? 
" Now that the election is over, all we have to worry about is 
the next four years." 
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25 Coast Guard 
35 Amherst 
28 Wesleyan 
''A solid backbone of experienced 
players at key positions ... " was the 









Editor describing the 1980 edition of the 
Trinity Football Bantams. Despite the 
presence of several talented freshmen, 
however, the team admittedly lacked 
depth. 
Overcoming the previous season's 
record seemed to be on the minds of all as 
we opened this year against Tufts. We 
rose above the doubts and hesitations to 
crown the Jumbos with their first loss in 
two years. It was indeed a sign ...... and 
the team went on to earn the coveted 
title of New England Division Champions in 
a remarkable victory over Wesleyan. 
Graduating from the squad are seniors 
Bob Grant, Art Stern, Frank Netcoh, 
Chip McKeehan, Paul Romano, Peter 























Conn. College 2 
Wesleyan 2 
UConn 8 





Bernie Yanelli (# 3) dribbles past MIT opponents. 



















Conn. College 6 




For the Trinity Bantams, the 1980 Soccer season was a virtual replay of the previous year. Despite 
Captain Ken Savino's effort on conditioning the team, once again the Bants were unable to capitalize on 
goal scoring opportunities. This scoring drought, coupled with the periodic, catastrophic, defensive lapses 
produced their rather lackluster 2-10 season. However, such bright spots as the defeat of nationally 
ranked WPI, and their bitterly contested battle with inner-city rivals UHart provided some satisfaction for 
the hardworking squad. Certain individuals deserve mention for their performances during the season. 
Substantial improvement in the play of Tom Chase earned him the nickname, "The Shadow", for his 
defensive abilities. Junior Mohammad Farah displayed fine moves, excellent speed in becoming the team's 
most legitimate offensive threat. In addition, the hard work of Head Coach "Robie" Shultz and Asst. Coach 
Kevin Slaughter contributed to the cohesiveness of the team. Finally, the aggressive and spirited freshman 
Randy Schrenk and Chris Palma will hopefully provide a winning attitude for the future. 
Mohammud Farah dances past an Am-
herst opponent. Farah was the Bantam's 
leading scorer for the season . 
The Bantam booters huddle together to cele-
brate their 3-2 victory over MIT. 
Sophomore Peter Muller displays his patent-
ed sliding tackle. 
Senior Danny Kahn fires a shot on goal against WPI. 






Nice feat, Cynthia! 
Senior Pam Wilton leads us down the field to score our first 
goal of the day! 




5 U. Hartford 
1 Mt. Holyoke 
1 Brown J.V. 
3 Keene State 
Beautiful penalty kick score for Keryn Grohs! 
4 U. Hartford 
Goalie Sarah Koeppel! saves the day once again! 
Freshman Cynthia Hunter gets the ball by her 












Water Polo, after losing 5 of 
7 starters last year, rose to 
become an amazing third in 
Division II play! This was due 
mainly to the cohesive play of 
13 fresh players which includ-
ed two All New England 
choices - Co-Captain Lenny 
Adam and Mike Merin, and 
two honorable mentions -
Co-Captain Tick Houk and 
Chip Lake. After a dazzling 
year, the team loses only its 
two captains, and so looks 
forward to an even more ex-
citing season next year! 
John Peabody scores against lona. 
"What the # %?@c• +$@C ... are you doing taking my picture? .. . 
sounds off Co-Captain Len Adam. 
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Senior Alex Magoun 
Men's Cross 
Country (9-9) 
149 Amherst 89 
149 Fitchburg 39 
149 Wesleyan 55 
149 Williams 82 
149 Westfield 135 
149 ECSC 189 
149 Vassar 217 
149 WNEC 276 
34 Conn. College 43 
34 ECSC 47 
59 Williams 21 
59 Union 54 
44 Wesleyan 19 
25 WPI 32 
34 Assumption 23 
UHart forgeit 
27 Quinnipiac 57 
27 Clark 50 
Freshmen Greg DeMarco and John Arbolino 
show promise for the future. 
42 
Matt Smith and Bob Wil-
liams keep time with the 
pack. 
The Harriers finished this year with 
an extremely satisfying season. Their 
record of 9-9 was the first .500 season 
since 1965! The Cross Country Team can 
now legitimately be called a winning and 
established one, and a program which can 
look forward to an even better future. 
Alex Magoun had a spectacular year for 
the second season in a row. Fellow 
Senior co-captain Bob Williams had his 
usual inconsistant and injury ridden 
season. The turning point in the campaign 
was provided by the strong running of 
freshmen John Arbolino, Steve Klots, and 
Greg DeMarco. Juniors Doug Brooks 
and Matt Smith added the final touches to 
the strength of the team. 
Bob Will iams holds stride on Summit Street 
with Williams opponent 
43 
Freshman Anne Mathiason (upper right), 
MIP Tracey Sweeter (upper left), 
goalie Anne Collins (bottom right), and 
senior Ro Spier (bottom left). 
44 
Captain Lisa Lorillard 





The 1980 Women's Field 
Hockey team enjoyed another 
successful season with an 
11-2 record. Their two losses 
came to a tough team of 
Wesleyan Cardinals on a rainy 
Parent's Weekend and to 
Middlebury during the North-
East Field Hockey 
Association Tournament. Coach 
Robin Sheppard increased 
her seven year record to 48-
17-6. 
Highlights of the season 
included a new Trinity single 
- season scoring record by 
the Dynamic, Disco, Dottie 
Bundy with 14 goals. Bundy's 
four year total of 53 also 
marks another record. 
Sophomore goalie, Anne 
Collins had two shut-outs. Led 
by Captain Lisa Lorillard 
other seniors on the team 
included Lisa Halle, and Ro 
Spier. Bundy was elected MVP 





Once upon a time, one could listen to music only for as 
long as someone else was willing to play it. The land was 
happy. The music was beautiful, and to hear it, one could 
not help but see the performer, and their emotional 
involvement. Then a powerful fairy godrocker came along and 
made stereo rock and roll at the push of a button. The 
music helped to drown out anxiety in our changing 




Basketball and Mini 
Marathons, car-
smash, and dance 
during Greek-
week. 
Voyager I sends the 
world spectacular 
views of Saturn. 
Livingston Taylor and 
Trent Artebury at 
Club T 
50 
Thanksgiving's three day 
break becomes a 





































Jazz Band played 
several 
concerts this year, 
including the 




various schools in 
the area. The 
band regrets 
losing its 
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e 1981 United Feature Syndicate, Inc. 
L{OU'RE R16HT, CHARUE 
BROWN ... IT SEEMS TO 
BE A M'f5TER't' ... 
AND THOSE OF US 
WHO KNOW, WON'T TELL! 
300 students seek medication 
during pink-eye epidemic 
Week of International 
Skating begins. 






Men's Varsity Basketball came in second 
in the ECAC Division Ill N.E. Tourney 
(held at Trinity) and ended the season with 
a 22-4 record. 
Carl Rapp was an All-East and All-New 
England selection. He was also Division 
Ill Connecticut Men's Offensive Player-of-
the-year. Rapp scored 20 points in his 
last game this year, to become the 8th 
Trinity career 1000 point scorer. Dave 
Wynter was named Division Ill Connecticut 
Men's Defensive Player-of-Year. John 
Mearney (History I Pre-Med) earned third 
team Academic All-American . 
66 
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women's swimming (5-3) 
102 Fairfield 39 
91 Conn. College 49 
82 Wesleyan 40 
98 MIT 40 
75 Holy Cross 35 
68 Mt. Holyoke 72 
62 Tufts 78 
64 Amherst 76 
The Women's swimming records have been essentially 
reassessed this year from the top to the bottom of the 
record board. Martha Belcher took most of those records 
and earned All N.E. honors in seven events, setting 5 
Trinity Records, and 2 N.E. records. Debbie Cronin, Linda 
Gillett, Anne Montgomery, Leigh Mountford and Michelle 
Parsons also earned All New England status. 
68 
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Holy Cross 33 
Amherst 70 
Clark 53 
The men 's swimming team 
had a difficult season this year. Not 
because they lacked any talent 
- the skills were there - but 
because they lacked depth. With 
only seven men, a lot was 
accomplished. Outstanding for 
McPhee have been junior Scott 
Bowdon and sophomore Doug 
Grey. They both surpassed their 
own previous school records. 
Graduating this year are Len Adam 
and Tic Houk, both of whom will 
be missed next year. 
69 
women's basketball 
Trinity's women's hoop contingent this 
year was a young team, perhaps the 
youngest women's team in the region. 
The only junior on the squad, Lu 
DiMaria, left after New Year 's for a term 
abroad. The squad was captained by 
sophomore Connie Newton, and her lone 
classmate was starting guard Terrie 
Johnson. The remaining seven members 
of the varsity were freshmen, yet 
despite their rookie status, they 
performed some offensive wonders. 
Karen Orczyk earned Freshman All-
American and Division Ill Connecticut 
Women's offensive Player-of-the Year. 
70 
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men's squash (8-1 0) 
3 Amherst 6 
8 MIT 1 
2 Amherst 7 
1 Dartmouth 8 
0 Yale 9 
9 Hobart 0 
6 Wesleyan 3 
9 Colby 0 
8 Bowdoin 1 
5 MIT 4 
2 Tufts 7 
1 Williams 8 
0 Army 9 
0 Navy 9 
0 Princeton 9 
-Bantams 2-1 in Wesleyan round 
robin-
72 
women's squash (9-5) 
2 Dartmouth 5 
-unbeaten at 3-0 in 
Yale round robin-
6 Vassar 1 
0 Princeton 7 
3 Yale 4 
4 Middlebury 3 
2 Brown 5 
4 Wesleyan 3 
3 Williams 4 
7 Smith 0 
7 UPenn 0 





Lack of numbers has once again 
taken its toll on the Trinity wrestling 
program. But head coach Mike 
Darr had three wrestlers who were 
outstanding this year: Frank Gaskin 
( 134 I b), Mike Howe ( 142 lb.), both 
sophomores, and junior 
heavyweight Glenn Mclellan. 
75 
ice hockey 
After a strong 4-1 start before Christmas, injuries and inexperience find John Dunham's varsity ice hockey team 
struggling around .500 at the season's mid-point . Comfortably ensconced in their new home at West Hartford's 
Kingswood rink, Trinity continues to rely on solid , if inexperienced, defense and talented sophomore goaltender 
Steve Solik, while waiting for a strong offensive combination to click. 
Sometimes it has. Karl Nelson leads all scorers with six goals and eleven assists, and has been the most reliable 
front-liner. In a 1-2 week sophomore T.R. Goodman came on strong. In the previous 0-3 week Joe Upton played 
inspired offense. During 
the 4-1 start, co-captain 
Tom Chase and rookies 
Dan Flynn and Dave Len-
ahan performed excel-
lently . But none of this 
has come together all at 
once, and Trinity 's solid 
defense has displayed 
enough inconsistencies 
to make the team vulner-
able. 
Coach Dunham, whose 
third win this season 
was the 1 DOth of his ten 
year Bantam career, is 
philosophical. "The kids 
with the most potential 
are the youngest ones. 
They are very coacha-
ble, and they just have to 
keep improving." Injuries 
have not helped either. 
Lenahan was slowed 
down by a back problem, 
while Bob Ferguson and 
Chip Farnham were lost 
































Head coach Mike Darr saw his team 
post its fourth consecutive winning sea-
son, and the third under his tutelage. Still, 
despite the four straight victories at the 
end of the season, and despite having 
four players scoring thirty or more points, 
the 1981 Bantams were unable to win the 
big game. Losses to Middlebury, West-
field State, Williams, and Babson pre-
vented Trinity from achieving its fourth 
ECAC playoff berth. 
Most Valuable Player Scott Growney 
'81 led the team with 31 goals and 22 
assists for 53 points . Growney concluded 
his Trinity career with 119 goals and 194 
points, the highest totals in Trinity histo-
ry . 
Junior defenseman Bill Schaufler was 
named Most Improved for the 8-4 Ban-
tams. Jamie Birmingham '82, Trinity's 
fourth leading scorer with 33 points, was 




It was a fitting ending for the best-ever season: a close, 
exciting, see-saw battle with the Cardinals of Wesleyan. When 
the dust had cleared, and four Trinity players had garnered hat-
tricks, the Bantams had downed the Cardinals 14-10, to cap an 
outstanding 9-1 season. The year was perfectly summed up by 
a photograph in the next day's Hartford Courant: Trinity's all 
time great goalie Ann Madarasz and 1981 super-scorer Lisa 
Nolan ''jumping for joy'' after the hard-fought triumph. 
Trinity's nine victories - the best ever by a women's la-
crosse team at Trinity -was offset by only a single loss; a 7-6 
heartbreaker against Div. I University of Connecticut. Then the 
Bantam women turned right around and won six straight games 
to close out the spring. 
100 
women's lacrosse 
Ann Madarasz '81 was the MVP 
and deservingly so. She stopped 100 
shots on goal, and allowed Trinity's 
opponents only half as many goals as 
the Bantams were scoring. She now 
holds all the career records for a Trin-





Trinity women's track contingent went 3-1 on the 1981 season, 
led by freshman leaper Elizabeth Souder who scored 48 points. 
Classmate Debbie Cronin excelled in the field events, setting a 
new College record for women in the discus. 
In the distance events yet another freshman, Elizabeth Amrien, 
was the team's fourth leading scorer, behind Cronin. Junior runner 
Julie Behrens was the second leading point-getter on the young 
squad, and was named captain-elect for 1982. 
baseball 
For the first time in a dozen sea-
sons, a Bantam ballclub surpassed 
her opponents in hitting, fielding, and 
pitching. But these statistics, while 
they certainly attest to the consider-
able improvement of a young team 
since 1980, are offset by the average 
of twelve runners Trinity left on base 
each game, and the fact that their 
occasional errors and rare bad 
pitches always seemed to come in 
crucial situations. Still, with the entire 
starting lineup from the 8-12-1 squad 
of 1981 returning in 1982, prospects 
look good for the future success of 
baseball on the Summit. 
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Peter Martin led Trinity in batting for the second 
straight year with a .392 mark. Even more impressive 
was his glovework, handling 204 chances without 
an error. Juniors Steve Guglielmo and Todd Dagres 
also hit well. Guglielmo belted a record nine doubles 
while hitting .360, and Dagres set a seasonal mark with 
7 home runs, upping his career record at Trinity to 
13 (at right). 
The pitching also displayed moments of brilliance. 
Sophomore ace Mike Shimeld opened the season ala 
Fernando Valenzuela, hurling twenty consecutive 
innings without surrendering an earned run. He ended 




A late-season surge by the Bantam racquetmen al-
lowed them to end their 1981 campaign with a winning 
6-5 mark. At one point, early in the spring, the record 
had stood at 1-4, but coach George Sutherland's young 
team had battled back with spirit, determination and 
talent. 
Junior Drew Hastings was the squad's number one 
singles player, and in doubles he teamed up with Steve 
Solik, to form the tandem that had earned All-American 
honors in 1980. 
Coach Sutherland, 21-14 after three seasons at the 
men's varsity tennis helm, is optimistic about next year. 
Everyone except co-captain Jamie Brown will be return-
ing from this spring's winning team, and he hopes their 






The long, hard, grueling hours paid off that final after-
noon in Philadalphia. For the second time in three sea-
sons, Trinity's crew team emerged from the Dad Vail 
Regatta on the Schuylkill River as winners of the Jack 
Bratten Team Trophy, emblematic of the small college 
national rowing championship. Six of the eight Trinity 
boats entered made the 
finals, and three received 
medals on that last day. 
The men's varsity 
lightweight eight de-
fended their 1980 gold 
medal with relative ease, 
as they stroked to victo-
ry in the finals of their 
event in a time of 6:19.4: 
in control all the way. The 
men's freshman light-
weight boat took the 
bronze medal in their divi-
sion, their time of 6:35. 1 
placing them behind San 
Diego State and Ithaca. 
In perhaps the Regat-
ta's most exciting race, 
the Bantam men's varsi-
ty heavyweights lost a 
thrilling, neck-and-neck 
final to the Coach Guard 
Cadets, a crew that had 
bested Trinity by thirty 
seconds in regular sea-
son competition. Trinity's 
outstanding effort to take 
the silver assured the 
Bantams of the points 
they needed to take the 
team trophy. 
The long, hard, gruel-
ing hours had begun in 
the autumn and had last-
ed through the winter 
months, producing in 
April a crew head coach 
Norm Graf had confi-
dence in. Against the 
Coast Guard on opening 
day, the heavyweights 
had not fared so well. 
The race was delayed 
time and again due to 
rough weather and chop-
PY waters, and when 
they finally began, with 
darkness falling, the 
Guard left the Bantams 
far behind to regain the 
Emerson Cup. 
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But things were not all so grim. The varsity lightweight 
boat began their defense of the national crown with a sure 
victory, and when a young women's varsity eight edged 
out Mt. Holyoke by one-tenth of a second to take the 
Goodwin Cup, people began to be optimistic. 
The following weekend the heavyweights regained 
composure, and came from behind to triumph over UMass 
for the Mason-Downs Regatta trophy. It was Trinity's 
thirteenth victory in the yearly classic. The varsity 
lightweights and varsity women also won, extending their 
unbeaten skein. 
So the season continued. The varsity heavyweights 
would not lose again until the Vail, and the varsity 
lightweights finished the regular racing season undefeat-
ed. The varsity women ran their streak of consecutive 
regular season races without a loss to twenty, before 
succumbing to Connecticut College by a length for their 
only defeat until the Vail. 
There were other highlights. At Lake Waramaug, on the 
final day of the season, all eight Bantam boats swept to 
victory over Ithaca, Marist, and Williams. Seven of Trin-
ity's eight boats posted winning records in 1981, and 
success at the Vail was a fitting capstone to their dedica-
tion and effort. 
Senior Steve Gibbs of the men's heavyweight four re-
ceived the Torch Award, as the athlete who had done the 
most to foster and per-
petuate crew at Trin-
ity. The Hartford 
Barge Club Trophy, 
for sportsmanship and 
most improvement, 
went to JUnior 
heavyweight Tom At-
kinson. Lisa Bourget 
'81 was the recipient 
of the women's 
Coaches Award, for 
her dedication and ex-
ample. Peter Tyson 
'82 was named winner 
of the lightweight Coaches Award 
for his leadership and sportsman-
ship. The David 0. Wicks, Jr. Prize, 
for the freshman who best exempli-
fies the spirit of the founders of the 
Trinity College Rowing Associ-
ation, went to heavyweight Ed 
McGehee. 
Trinity will participate in the IRA 
Regatta at Syracuse in June, and in 
July the varsity heavyweight and 
lightweight eights will enter the 
Henley Royal Regatta on the 
Thames in England. 
Crew captains for 1981-82 will 
be: Jason Smith and Andy Aiken 
(heavyweights), Rich Malabre and 
Peter Tyson (lightweights), and 






At this point, it is extremely important that we thank the 
all time sports hero, who, at the last minute, furnished the 
IVY with his information and stock of photos. After con-
fronting numerous obstacles in aquiring sufficient materi-
als, we contacted Nick, who promptly provided us with all 
the essentials. Saint Nick (Noble) saved us, and we thank 
him. We may not have everything, but what we have here 
is wholly a product of Nick's generosity. 
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on Reagan , 
Russia and the 
bomb. 
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White 











































When the one Great Scorer comes to write 
against your name, he marks not that you 






Looking at the cake is like looking at the 
future. Until you've tasted it, what do you know, 
and once you've eaten it, its gone. 
Merlin 
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G. DAVID BIEGA. 5 Lincoln Drive, Wallingford, Ct. 06492. MICHAEL CAMPO, 1704 Boulevard, West Hartford, Ct. 
06106. MARIAN LOUISE DAVIS, 11 Christie Hill Rd. , Darien, Ct. 06820. LUCILE S. FRICK, 53 Milk St. Westwood, 
Ma. 02090. DIANA PAMELA FURSE, Old House, West Hoathly, Sussex, England, Soccer, Tennis (Vars.), Choir. 
SIBLEY GILLIS, 124 Merriweather Road, Grosse Pointe Farms, Michigan, 48236. ANN B. HAYES, 70 Loring Rd. , 
Weston, Ma. 02193. LAURA B. LAUGHLIN, 24 Cross Road, Darien, Ct. 06820, Field Hockey (Man.), Girls's Lacrosse 
(Man.), ELLEN D. LOOK, Lake Road, Far Hills, New Jersey, 07931, Women's Crew (Vars. Co-Capt.). MARY 
ELIZABETH LORILLARD, Larger Cross Road, Far Hills, New Jersey, 07931, Field Hockey (Vars. Capt.) Women's 
G. David Biega Marion Davis Lucille Frick Diana Furse 
Sibley Gillis Ann Hayes Laura Laughlin 
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Lacrosse (Vars.), Junior Scholar Athlete Award. MELINDA MITCHELL MOORE, 116 Meadowbrook Rd., Weston, Ma. 
02193. ROSEMARY SPIER, Girdle Road, East Aurora, New York, 14052, IVY (Photographer), Field Hockey (Vars.), 
1979-New England College All-Star Field Hockey Team. PENELOPE SUTTER, 61 Virginia Ave., Long Beach, New 
York, 11561, President's Art History Fellow, Ruel Crompton Tuttle Prizes (2nd Prize), DKE. DEBORAH ANNE 
VESLEY, 33 Orchard Farm Road, Port Washington, New York, 11050, Dance Club. ELEANOR ANNE WENNER, 
1316 Petersville Road, Brunswick, Maryland, 21716, Trinity Pipes, Concert Choir, Musical Comedy Productions. 
Dee Dee Look Mary Lorillard Melinda Moore Rosemary Spier 
Penny Sutter Deborah Vesley Eleanor Wenner 
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Leonard Adam John Bertolini 
Joseph A. Camilleri Victor A. Duarte 
Jonathan Holder Michael Katz 
Jeanne Kulewicz Sandra Margoles 
LEONARD P. ADAM 97 Walden Street West Hartford, Ct. 06107. Water Polo, Swimming ... JOHN BERTOLINI22 
Talcott Rd. Guilford, CT. JOSEPH A. CAMILLERI835 Ridge Rd, Hamden, CT. Intramural Sports. VICTOR A. DUARTE 
10 Mansur Street, Lowell, MA. Track, Swim Team Manager, SGA, Chemistry Seminar Committee, Alpha Delta Phi. 
MICHAEL W. GOSS, 48 Maple Ave., New London CT. JONATHAN L. HOLDER 14 S. Millburn, N.J. Football, Track, 
St. A's. ELENA HOVEY. MICHAEL KATZ., 5 Rockford Dr., West Nyack, NY. Alpha Chi Ro., SANDRA LEE 
MARGOLES 80 Millbrook Road, North Haven, CT. CYNTHIA L. MATTHEWS 3018F Ember Dr. Decatur, GA. 
ROBERT ORENSTEIN 17 Maplewood Court, Norwich CT. Outing Program Director. LESLIE ANN RICHARDSON 10 
Green Knolls Lane, Rutland VT. Chapel Singers. LAWRENCE ROSENTHAL 26 Fencourt Rd. Canton, MA. LUTHER 
ST. JAMES, Ill Thornton Ave., Webster Groves, MO. Football, SGA, Budget Committee, TCB, St. A's. JIM SAMSEL, 
300 Saw Mill Rd, Guilford, CT 06437. Football, Lacrosse. BARBARA SCHOLL 10 Ridge Rd, Wellesley Hills MA. ERIC 
JOHN WOODARD 208 Fox Drive, Mechanicsburg, PA. Football, Lacrosse, St. Anthony's Hall. 
Cynthia Matthews Robert Orenstein Leslie Richardson Lawrence Rosenthal 




James Brown Ill 
Karen Burke 
PATRICIA A. BEAIRD. 36 Briarwood Dr. Belleville, IL 62223 . .. BARRY D. BERGQUIST. 56 Hillcrest Dr. Upper 
Saddle River, NJ 07458 Football (Varsity) '79, '80, Crew (Freshman) '78 ... JAMES M. BROWN. 1801 Old Kings 
Highway Downingtown, PA 19335 V. Tennis- 3 yrs- co-capt. '80 & '81 -Edgar Craig Award '79, V. Soccer- 4 
yrs - Robert Harron Award '80, Big Brother of Hartford, Alpha Delta Phi . . . LINDA C. BUCHIN. 44 Lowell Rd. 
Wellesley, MA 02181 .. . KAREN ANDREA BURKE. 120-02 235th St. Cambria Heights, NY 11411 Trinity Coalition of 
Black Students- Chairperson ... DAVID MCINTOSH CAMERON. 2145 SW Summit Dr. Lake Oswego, Oregon 
97034 Trinity Jazz Band: President (80-81 ); Manager (79-80); CT Public Interest Research Group; Board of Directors, 
State Board ... NANCY E. CECCON. 707 Dorian Rd. Westfield, NJ 07090 Ski Team, Concert Choir- Librarian '77-
78. Cerberus, RA '78-79, '80-81, Trinity Students for Anderson, IVY ... LAURA CLAY. 271 Mendon Center Rd. 
Honeoye Falls, NY 14472 ... RICHARD G. CLIFT. 77 Norton Rd. Easton, CT 06883 . .. JOSEPHINE CONTRINO. 
432 Hillside Ave. Hartford, CT 06106 ... ANDREW NEIL DAVIS. 3 Sarah Street Burlington, MA 018031ntramurals, 
IFC (Interfraternity Council) '79-80, Trinity Sailing Club, Alpha Delta Phi . . . GEOFFREY R. DIMMICK. 280 Prospect 
Ave. Park Ridge, NJ 07656 ... HOLLY DOREMUS. 1351 Windy Hill Rd. Mclean, VA 22102 Tennis- Varsity Letter 
'77, '78, '80, Basketball- Varsity Letter '78 . .. BRISON ELLINGHAUS. 312 Suffolk Rd. Baltimore, MD 21218 ... 
JOSHUA E. GARFIELD. 540 Osden Ave. Swarthmore, PA 19081 ''Sunlamp Shrine,'' Freshman Football, Scuba, Golf, 
Archery, Print Pilot (Single engine airplane land), The WHO Fan Club, DKE ... JEAN NIKANDER HAYDEN. 42 Clinton 
David J. Cameron Nancy Ceccon Laura Clay Richard Clift 
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Ave. Maplewood, NJ 07040 WRTC News, DKE ... ROBERT HEAP. 70 Eddy Street 
Springfield, MA 01104 Ultimate Frisbee, DKE. LESLIE V. KEI. 43 Umberland Road 
West Hartford, CT 06119 Crew, Youth City Softball Team - Coach, Intramural 
Softball, Intramural Volleyball, Cerberus ... LYNN LOUISE LASKOWSKI. 148 Crown 
St. Bristol, CT 06010 Cerberus (Secy-Treas. 1979-80), Cerberus (Vice-Pres 1980-
81) Newman Club, Newman Singer, Lay Reader for Trinity Chapel, Commentator for 
Catholic Church, International Club . . . LISA SUSAN LEWIS. 598 Abilene Trail 
Wyoming, Ohio 45215 SGA, SGPB (Treasurer), Budget Committee, Constitution 










Hatboro, PA 19040 Orchestra, Trinity Stage Band- Vice President, IVY '80, IVY '81- Business Manager, Trinity 
Tripod - Advertising Manager ... ROBERT DOUGLAS MALKIN. 47 Reed Street Rockville, CT 06066 Holland 
Scholar, Intramural Basketball, Intramural Softball, Delta Psi . . . DEANNE G. MCKEE. 18 Uncas Rd. Old Saybrook, CT 
06475 ... SARAH ANNE NEILLY. 180 Goodhill Road Weston, CT 06883 Softball, Secretary of Student Coalition, 
Concert Choir, Holland Scholar '79-80, '80-81, DKE (Treasurer) ... THOMAS ROCHE. Alpha Delta Phi (Steward), Big 
Brothers ... JAMES FRANCIS WHELAN. 100 Longmeadow Rd. Milton, MA 02186 Varsity Wrestling 1978, Varsity 
Heavyweight Crew 1979 ... STRICK J. WOODS 7 Longmeadow Dr. Meriden, CT 06450 Tennis, SGA Budget 
Committee (3 yrs), Trinity Coalition of Blacks, Trinity Development Department, Rep to Urban League, Local Communi-
ty Action Agency, Delta Psi . . . 






James K. Heeren 
RICHARD C. BANGS. Quassett Rd. Box 152, Pomfret, CT 06258 ... LIVIA M. BENAVIDES. Jose Pardo 239 Box 
5064, Miraflores Lima, Peru ... J. MICHAEL CHARBONNIER. 111 Centre Street Concord, NH 03301, Crew, 
Fencing, Chess, Bantom Barbell Club, President, Vice-President, Treasurer, Secretary, and Rush Chairman of Pi 
Kappa Alpha ... MARIE B. DITARANTO. 535 South Quaker Lane, West Hartford, CT 06110 ... SETH LEVENSTEIN. 
93 Highland Park Rd . North Haven, CT 06473 ... THERESA L. PEZZA. 287 Ronald Dr. Fairfield, CT 06430, 
President's Fellow from the Chemistry Department ... ANNE C. ROCHE. 4 Lamb Rd. Potowomut Warwick, Rl 02818 
Michael Charbonnier Marie Ditaranto Theresa Pezza 
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THOMAS RICHARD CASEY 66 Pine St. Malden, MA 02148 ... SEAN WILLIAM MOSES MARTIN 246 Clay St., 
Thomaston, CT 06787 ... PETER WILLIAM PAULSEN 1115 Hill Top Rd., Charlottesville, VA 22903, Fencing, PIKE 
. .. KRISTEN ELIZABETH PETERSON . .. CHARLES GEORGE RAYMER 2328 Bates, Springfield, Illinois 62704, 
Golf (Vars.), Co-founder of Boomerang Club ... GABRIELE SKOULMAN 111 Farmstead Rd., East Hartford, CT. 
06118. 
Sean Martin Peter Paulsen Charles Raymer Gabriele Skoumal 
Scott Abery Robert Aiello Eric Anderson 
Rick Bangs Stewart Beckwith Michael Blinder 
SCOTT ABERY. 693 Broadview Terrace, Hartford, CT 06106, Bulkeley High School ... ERIC B. ANDERSON. The 
Village Green, Norfolk, CT 06058. Member- Budget Committee, Vice President AIESEC- Trinity, Member -
Trinity Tripod, Member- Student Gov't Association .. . ROBERT J. AIELLO. 26 Knolls Drive, Manhasset Hills, NY 
11040 ... STEWART PURSEL BECKWITH. 6 Red Fox Lane Trumbull, CT 06611, Trumbull High School, Student 
Government Association - Senior Class Representative, Cerberus ... MICHAEL L. BLINDER. 91 Lloyd Road, 
Montclair, NJ, Montclair Kimberley Academy ... STEPHEN M. BLISS. 10 Henderson Place New York, NY 10028 .. . 
JOHN BERNARD BRASKAMP. 146 Old Redding Rd. Weston, CT, International School of Brussels, Belgium, Freshman 
Football '77, J.V. Baseball '77, Varsity Football '78, Alpha Chi Rho . .. JOHN TIMOTHY BRENNAN. 33 Bassett Rd. 




Gerald A. Gunderson, Ward S. Curran, 
Scheuch 
John Braskamp John Brennan 
Thomas Chase Erica Churgin 
Michael Brown 
Lisa Coleman 
James Corvino Jean Crawford 
Richard Dahling David Deacon 
Antonio Docal Peter Evans John Farmelo Shaun Finnegan 
Stephen Gibbs Jeanette Glass Kenneth Goulet Philip Grabfield 
STEVESON BROWN. 575 Hayne Road Hillsborough, CA 94010, San Mateo High School, Alpha Delta Phi . .. JOAN 
WHALEN CAMPO. 67 Winding Lane Greenwich, CT 06830, Convent of the Sacred Heart . .. THOMAS M. CHASE. 
Haley House Farm RFD 1, Newmarket, NH 03857 ... ERICA JEAN CHURGIN. 158 Mohawk Road Short Hills, NJ 
07078, Millburn High School, Varsity Squash . .. LISA M. COLEMAN. Pilot's Point Drive Westbrook, CT 06498, 
Cheshire Academy, Treasurer- Kappa Alpha Phi ... JAMES A. CORVINO. 31 Chapel St. Milford, CT Joseph A. 
Foran High School , Alpha Chi Rho ... JEAN CRAWFORD. 27 Craw Ave. Rowayton, CT Kent School, Swimming '79, 
Soccer '77 , '78, '79 ... RICHARD P. DAHLING. 60 Hawthorne Road, Grosse Pointe Shores, Michigan, University 
Liggett School, Trinity Tripod - Editor, News Editor, Managing Editor ... DAVIDS. DEACON. 211 Grace Church St. 
Rye, NY 10580 . .. ANTONIO T. DOCAL. 22 Richard Sweet Dr. Woodbridge, CT 06106, American School Founda-
Robert Grant Drew Hastings Thomas Hodapp Peter Hubbell 
John Kawecki Judy Klein 
Roger Knight Marcie Lerner 
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Andrea Lind Engseng Loh 
John Lombardo William Luby 
Justin Maccarone Jr. Timothy Mackin John Mattar Nancy McCulloch 
tion, Mexico City, Mexico ... PETERT. EVANS. 24 Dickinson St. Amherst, MA 01002, Amherst High School, Athletic 
Advisory Council, Big Brothers '78 .. . JOHN C. FARMELO. 79 Leicester Rd. Kenmore, NY 14217 . .. SHAUN 
ROBERT FINNEGAN. 157 Horsepond Rd. Madison, CT. Freshman Football, 1 Yr Varsity Football , Frosh Baseball, 
Alpha Chi Rho, Daniel Hand High School, Madison, CT . .. STEPHEN N. GIBBS. 236 Harland Rd . Norwich, CT 06360, 
Norwich Free Academy, Crew, Alpha Delta Phi ... JEANETTE MARIE GLASS. 5305 Northfield R. Apt 506 Bedford 
Hts., Ohio 44146, Hathaway Brown School, Shaker Hts, Ohio, Coordinator TCBWO 80-81 , Secretary TCB '78-79 . . . 
ROSS 0. GOLDBERG. 101 Westwood Cir. Roslyn Heights, NY 11577 . .. KENNETH RICHARD GOULET. 104 
Ridgeview Terrace, Cheshire, CT 06410, Cheshire High School, Alpha Chi Rho ... PHILIP W. GRABFIELD. 15 Briar 
Brae Rd. Darien, CT 06820 ... ROBERT L. GRANT. 57 Pheasant Hill Dr. West Hartford, CT. Conard High School, Var-
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sity Football 78-80, Varsity Lacrosse '79 ... Alpha Chi Rho ... WILLIAM R. HETTINGER. Quaker Hill Rd. Pawling, 
NY 12564 . .. THOMAS EDWARD HODAPP. 25 Eshelman Road, Lancaster, PA 17601, Lancaster Country Day 
School ... PETER BALDWIN HUBBELL 47 North Pearse Rd. Woodbridge, CT 06525, Amith High School, Vice 
President Alpha Delta Phi, Alpha Delta Phi ... JOHN B. KAWECKI. 87 Vincent Drive, Newington, CT 06111, 
Newington High School, Fencing (Saber Squad), Yearbook Photographer, SGPB Cultural Chairman . . . JUDY ANN 
KLEIN, 378 Thornden St. S. Orange, NJ 07079, Columbia High School, Honors in Economics . . . ROGER A. KNIGHT. 
20 Rustic View Rd. Greenwich, CT 06830, Greenwich High School, Tennis Junior Varsity #6, Senior-Assistant Coach, 
Alpha Delta Phi ... ANDREA K. LIND. 35 Mill St. Framingham, MA 01701, Walnut Hill School . .. ENG SENGLOH. 23 
Jalan Bunga Raya, Bukit Glugor, Penang, Malaysia, Penang Free School, Reception Officer AIESEC - Trinity, Pi 
Mark Miranda Roger Moreau Alexandra Murnane Tracy Newman 
Steven Nisbet Peter Nolan 
Kappa Alpha . .. JOHN F. LOMBARDO. 73 Andrews St. Meriden, CT 06450 ... WILLIAM K. LUBY. 2 Sweetbriar 
Court Warwick, Rl 02888, Pilgrim High, Football'78-80, Baseball'78, Alpha Chi Rho . .. TIMOTHY PETER MACKIN. 
1 Ridley Court, Glen Ridge NJ 07028, Glen Ridge High School, Crew, J.V. Football ... JOHN MATTAR. 317 Broad St. 
Milford, PA 18337, Delaware Valley High School ... NANCY B. MCCULLOCH. 617 Hickory Lane, Berwyn, PA 
19312, Agnes Irwin School, Women's Tennis, SGA, Resident Assistant, Institutional Prioritees Committee . . . THOM-
AS J. MILLER. P.O. Box 1556 Edgartown, MA 02539 .. . WILLIAM H. MILLER. 1120 Norsam Rd. Gladwyne, PA 
19035 . .. MARK MIRANDA. 17 Schenck Ave. Brooklyn, NY 11207, Hotchkiss, Free Spirit Magazine- Editor, St. 
Anthony's . .. ROGER R. MOREAU. 20 Michael Dr. South Hadley, MA 01075, South Hadley High School, 2 Years Var-
sity Baseball, AIESEC- Vice President, SGA, SGPB, Big Brother, Alpha Chi Rho .. . ALEXANDRA MURNANE. Box 
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407 Locust Valley, NY 11560, St. Paul's School, Concord, NY ... TRACY G. NEWMAN. 112 Veres St. Fairfield, CT 
06430, Roger Ludlowe High School, Big Sisters- Freshman-Senior Years, Big Sister Coordinator- 79-80, Resident 
Coordinator 1980-1981 .. . STEVEN A. NISBET. 90 Orchard Ave. Warwich, Rl 02886, Moses Brown School, 
Lacrosse, Football, Psi U . .. PETER J. NOLAN. 148 Sullivan Ave Farmingdale, NY 11735, Holy Trinity High School, 
Member - Cerberus, Member - Student Overseas Advisory Committee, Tutor - McDonough School, Honors 
Degree Candidate- Economics .. . GARY MARIO PALMER. 58 Bird Rd. Naugatuck, CT 06770, Naugatuck High 
School, Varsity Football1, 2, 3, 4, Letter 3, 4; Varsity Baseball1, 2; Letter 2; Intra Fraternity Council '77-80 Secy '79, 
Alpha Chi Rho Fraternity Vice-President '80 ... MARK J. PANICO. 640 Still Hill Rd. Hamden, CT 06518, Hamden High 
School, Alpha Chi Rho ... MARTIN J. PARKES. 9 Friar Drive, Gales Ferry, CT 06335, Ledyard High School ... 
PETER B. PFISTER 41 Bob Hill Lane New Canaan, CT 06840 . . . EDWARD P. PHELAN. 43 Wellington Ave. Haverhill , 
MA 01830, Haverhill High School, Basketball- 1, lntramurals- Soccer, Basketball , Volleyball, Softball, Cerberus 
Gary Palmer Mark Panico Martin Parks Edward Phelan 
Benjamin Procter Michael Reiner 
Julie Renshaw Robert Rieth Madison Riley Ill Louisa Rodriguez 
- 1, 2; 3 - President; SGA Dorm Rep 2, Class Rep 1, Saga Food Committee, Housing Committee, Ceberus 4 
President, Big Brothers Program 2, 3, 4; Tourguide Coordinator 3, 4 ... BENJAMIN P. PROCTER. 1053 Brush Hill Rd. 
Milton, MA 02186 Milton Academy, Hockey, Golf Mgr. Alpha Delta Phi . .. MICHAEL D. REINER. 28 White Pine Lane 
West Hartford, CT 06107, Kingswood- Oxford ... JULIE RENSHAW. 3019 Cunningham Dr. Alexandria, VA 22090, 
W.T. Wordson High School ... ROBERT PETER RIETH. 130 West Grimsby Rd. Buffalo, NY 14223, Kenmore West 
Senior High School, Varsity Soccer 3, 4, J.V. Soccer 1, 2 . . . C. MADISON RILEY Ill. 633 Andover Rd. Newton Sq. PA 
19073, The Episcopal Academy, J.V. Squash, The Trinity Pipes- Director, St. Anthony Hall . .. LOUIS P. RODRI-
Robert Rosner Kenneth Savino Cathy Schwartz Gail Scott 
GUEZ. 516 Duke St. Alexandria, VA 22314, Madeira, Resident Asst ... JAMES C. RICKERT ... ROBERT LAUR-
ENCE ROSNER. 15 Linwood Circle, Princeton, NJ 08540, The Lawrenceville School, Varsity Golf ... KEN SAVINO. 2 
Tannery Lane No. Weston, CT, Weston High School, Soccer- Captain Varsity, President- Alpha Delta Phi . .. 
CATHY HOPE SCHWARTZ. 4 Mallard Run, Upper Saddle River, NJ 07458, The Kew-Forest School, Varsity Tennis 
... GAIL CECELIA SCOTT. 4930 Longliboro Rd. N.W. Washington, D.C. 20016, Walt Whitman High School ... 
DAVID OYER SMITH. 66 Beaver Pond Rd . Madison, CT 06443, Daniel Hand High School, Basketball-Varsity Letter 1, 
2; Basketball Asst. Varsity Coach at Kingswood-Oxford School 3, 4; Track Varsity Letter 1, 2, 3; Gold Award -
Track, SGA Rep 1; President Alpha Chi Rho- '80, Sports Writer Tripod 1, 2, 3, 4; Treasurer Inter-Fraternity Council 
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David Smith Stephen Spencer 
Bert Szala Susan Walsh 
. .. ELIZABETH K. SMITH. 1160 Prospect Ave. Hartford, CT 06105 ... STEPHEN M. SPENCER. 281 Rye St. East 
Windsor, CT, Rockville High School, Water Polo, St. Anthony Hall . .. ARTHUR A. STERN. 93 Foote Street, Hamden, 
CT 06517 .. . STEPHEN M. SULLIVAN. 2 Beaver Pond Rd. Loudonville, NY 12211 ... ROBERTA A. SZALA. 1102 
N. Pleasant St. Amherst, MA 01002, Amherst Regional High School, AIESEC- Projects Director, Marketing Director, 
Local Committee President .. . SUSAN ELIZABETH WALSH. 65 Imperial Drive New Hartford, NY 13413 New 
Hartford High School, Volleyball, SGPB, IVY ... PETER AN YUAN WANG. 31 Delaine Dr. NormaiiL 61761 . . . PETER 
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Peter Wang Peter Whalen Robert Williams Pamela Wilton 
J. WHALEN. 36 Beacon St. Northampton, MA Northampton High, Alpha Delta Phi ... PER J. WICKNERTZ. C/0 
Sandvik Do Brasil, 01000 Sao Paulo Braz ... ROBERT H. WILLIAMS. Vineyard Lane Greenwich, CT 06830, 
Greenwich High School, Cross Country, Indoor Track, Outdoor Track, St. Anthony Hall ... PAMELA BRADLEY 
WILTON. 5611 Gloster Rd. Bethesda, MD 20016, Walt Whitman High School, Soccer (Captain), Softball, Track, 
T.W.O. Co Chairman, AIESEC, SGA Budget Committee- Chairman. 
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Teresa Cannavaciolo Karin Gaertner Alicia Giangrande Myron Gudz 
TERESA ANN CANNAVACIOLO. 15 Shaw Dr. North Haven, CT 06473, Softball 1, 2, 4, Basketball Manager 2, 
Newman Club 4, Young Democrats 3, Tutoring 3 ... KARIN CHRISTINE GAERTNER. 205 Saddle Hill Rd. Stamford, 
CT 06903 ... ALICIA J. GIANGRANDE. Lees Hill Rd. New Vernon, NJ 07976 ... MYRON EUGENE GUDZ. 540 New 
Britain Ave. Hartford, CT 06106, President's Fellow for Engineering, Tripod, Ivy .. . JAMES R. HAGEN 6004 Dublin 
Circle Edina MN 55435, Yearbook Photographer ... TIN PAU HO. 300 New Village, Semenyih, Selangor, Malaysia, 
Resident Assistant . .. TALBOTT MEAD HOUK. 4828 N. ?2nd Way, Scottsdale, AZ 85251 Water-Polo - Co-
Captain, Coach, Swimming, Brothers of H20 ... JAMES McDONALD ... JOHN HOOVER MILLER. 375 Pine Lane 
Wethersfield, CT, 2 Yrs J.V. Baseball, "Force" "Intramural Champs," "White Tee Shirt" Award, Boomerang Club . . . 
ROBERT W. PROCTOR. 140 Carter St. New Canaan, CT 06840, Varsity Lightweight Crew, Sophomore and Junior 
Years ... MICHAEL RODBELL. 10541 Catterskill Ct. Columbia, MD 21044, J.V. Lacrosse . .. GORDON SHAFER. 
105 Loder Rd . Yorktown, NY 10598 ... TUCK WOH SHUM. 368-J Perak Rd. Penang Malaysia, Member of Trinity In-
ternational Club .. . LEONARD SPAIN. 25 Pine Street Newington, CT 06111 
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James Hagen Ho Tin Pau Talbott Houk John Miller 
Robert Proctor Michael Rodbell Leonard Spain 
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Natalie Anderson Gordon Armour Jeffrey Baker Dutch Barhydt 
NATALIE E. ANDERSON, U.S. Mission Berlin, APO New York, 09742. GORDON F. ARMOUR, Captain Lightweight 
Crew, 630 East Spruce Ave. , Lake Forest, II. 60045. JEFFREY STUART BAKER, AD, 14 West Meadow Lane, Stony 
Brook, New York, 11790. DIRK BARHYDT, JR., St. Anthony Hall, Rugby, South Street, Middlebury, Conn. 06762. 
CARYN R. BERGER, 5 High Rock Terrace, Chestnut Hill MA. 02167. LYDIA C. BLIVEN, 619 Scotts Way, Augusta, 
GA., 30909. PETER J. COUGHLAN, Crew, Choir, Orchestra, 596 Country Club Rd., Avon, Conn., 06001. STEPHEN 
DYLAG, 43 Lexington Rd. West Hartford, Conn. 06119. VALERIE ANN FOLEY, Dance Club, The Poetry Center, The 
Trinity Review, 1821 Huntington TPKE, Trumbull, Conn., 06611 . LAURA RUTH FORD, Trinity Review, - Fiction Staff, 
#8 Duxbury Rd., Newton, Mass. 02159. JEANNE KILTONIC, Tripod Reporter, 19 Linkfield Rd., Watertown, Conn. , 
06795. RIDGEWAY BREWSTER KNIGHT Ill, Soccer, Lacrosse, Saint Anthony Hall, IFC Representative for St. 
Anthony Hall, 171 East 89th Street, APT. 11c, New York, N.Y. CYNTHIA LEINWARND, 445 East 86th Street, New 
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Caryn Berger Lydia Bliven Peter Coughlin Stephen Dylag 
Valerie Foley Laura Ford Jeanne Kiltonic 
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Ridgeway Knight Cynthia Leinwand John Lusenring Paula Lin 
York, New York, 10028. JOHN LEISENRING, JV Tennis, Tripod Contributing Editor, SGA, Leopard Rd., Berwyn, PA., 
19312. PAULA THERESA LIN, 609 Chestnut Ridge Rd., Orange, Conn. 06477. JAMES LONGENBACH, Trinity 
Review Ed ., 766 Oak Ave. Westfield, N.J., 07090. NANCY KATHERINE LUCAS 2027 Azalea Ct., Seaford, New 
York, 11783. CLINTON K. MACSHERRY, Trinity Review Ed., 704 Wyndhurst Ave., Baltimore, Md., 21210. RICHARD 
B. MAINVILLE, 186 Hoskins Rd., Simsbury, Conn., 06070. RICHARDS. MCWILLIAMS, Fancher Rd. Pound Ridge, 
New York, 06070. JAMES D. MCVEY, 3416 Westmoreland Rd. NW, Canton Ohio, 44718. KAREN A. MERKL, 6950 
S.W. 133 Street, Miami, Fla., 33156. E. BROOKE MOONEY, Oakwood Farm, Bernardsville, N.J ., 07924. ANNE M. 
MURRAY, 1073 Bay Rd., South Hamilton, MA., 01982. ELLEN RITCHIE NALLE, Field Hockey, Lacrosse Captain '81, 
S.G.A. Representative, 185 Bethlehem Pike, Philadelphia, PA., 19118. WILLIAM DUNCAN PAINE, Var. Crew, WRTC 
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James Langenbach Nancy Lucas Clinton MacSherry Richard MacWilliams 
Karen Merkl Charlotte Merryman E. Brooke Mooney 
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Anne Murray Ellen Nalle William Paine Teresa Payne 
-Business Manager, Station Manager, 1035 Park Ave., New York, New York, 10028. TERESA PAYNE, Box 22, 
Chappaqua, New York, 10514. DAVID M. QUACKENBOS, Outdoor Track and Field, Cerebus, 827 Knollwood 
Terrace, Westfield, New Jersey, 07090. MARY ELIZABETH QUEENAN, 43 Metcalf St., Worcester, Mass. 01609. 
MARY JANE ROSEBROUGH, Tennis, Lacrosse, Swimming, TRI-DEL TA 642 Pilgrim, Birmingham, Michigan, 48009. 
SUSAN ELIZABETH SCHULTZ, RA, 6 Windmill Dr. Maynard, MA 01754. BARBARA RUTH SOARES, 7 Grand Ave, 
North Providence, Rl, 02904. PAMELA ANN SOUTHWORTH, 18 Dayton Rd., West Redding, Conn ., 06896 .. . 
LEONARD SPAIN ... KRISTEN A. WEST, Roxbury Rd., Southbury, Conn., 06488. KAY ELLEN WYRTZEN, 
Volleyball, SGPB, 1475 Flamingo Dr., Englewood, Fl., 33533. 
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David Quackenbos Mary Queenan Mary Rosebrough Susan Schultz 
Tuck Won Shum Pam Southworth Kay Wyrtzen 
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Andrea Balas Bruce Berg Andrew Boyland Stephen Butler 
Sarah Carter Robert Chudy, Jr. Frederick Eberle Ann Tucker Ellinghaus 
Eugenia Erskine 
Brian Finnerty Henry Fox 
Michael Gould Scott Growney 
ANDREA G· BALAS, Intramural Softball, WRTC, Ivy, 807 Reddoch, Memphis Tenn ... BRUCE M. BERG, Soccer, 
Rugby, 221 Delaware Ave. Island Park, N.Y .... ANDREW BOYLAND Crow, Rugby, 6 Mathes Cove Rd. Durham 
NH, 03824 .. . MICHAEL F. BRESNAHAN, 57 Jefferson St. Newburyport Ma. 01950 ... STEPHEN BUTLER, 413 
North McKean St. Kittanning Pa., 16201 .. . SARAH PITTS CARTER, Tennis Squash, Tri Delt, 202 Brattle St. 
Cambridge Ma., 02138 ... ROBERT EUGENE CHUDY, JR., 385 Booth Hill Rd, Trumbull, Ct ... JOHN STEPHEN 
COUKOS, 158 Russell Ave. Watertown Ma., 02172 ... FREDERICK ROMMEL EBERLE, Saint Anthony Hall, Water 
Polo, Swimming, Pipes, Ivy Editor, 14 Laurel Ave. Windsor, Ct., 06095 ... ANN TUCKER ELLINGHAUS, 312 Suffolk 
Rd. Baltimore, Md. 21218 ... EUGENIA E. ERSKINE, Squash, Tennis Crew, 1410 Lomita Dr. Pasadena, California, 
91106 . . . BRIAN P. FINNERTY, 10 Wood Ridge Rd. , Weston Ma. , 02193 . .. HENRY FOX, A.D. Crew, 5474 
Palisade Ave. Riverdale NY, 10471 . .. GREGORY FRANCIS FOX, St. Anthony Hall, 116 W. Fourth St. Tempe Az. 
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Carolyn Hampton Margaret Henderson 
Timothy Henry Marla Hexter Peter Hill Peter Hoops 
85281 ... DAVID R. GIBLIN, DKE, 681 Village Rd., N. Palm Beach, Fl., 33408 ... ELLEN M. GOULD, 102 Philip Cr., 
Princeton, NJ, 08540 . .. SCOTT I. GROWNEY, Lacrosse Cap., Soccer, Alpha Delta Phi, 727 Merion Sq. Rd., 
Gladwyne Pa., 19035 . . . CAROLYN FRASER HAMPTON, 411 Ocean House Road, Cape Elizabeth, Maine, 04107 . 
. . . KATHRYN J. HARRIS, 7 Whittier Rd., Needham, Ma., 02192 . .. ANTHONY C. HASS, Saint Anthony Hall, Ivy, 
1815 45th St. NW, Washington D.C., 20007 ... MARGARET REED HENDERSON, Chapel Singers, Tripod, 199 
Roxbury Rd., Garden City, N.Y., 11530 ... TIMOTHY PHILIP HENRY, St. Anthony Hall, 448 E. 6th St., Dayton, Ohio, 
45409 . . . MARLA JOYCE HEXTER, Cerberus, Trinity Tutoring Program, 104 Dana St., Amherst, Ma., 01002 ... 
PETER KEITH HILL, Pi Gamma Mu, Cerberus, 83-43 Edgerton Blvd., Jamaica Estates, N.Y. , 11432 ... PETER 
WILLIAM HOOPS, Alpha Chi Rho, Football, Track, 31 Hillside Ave, Groton, Ct. 06340 .. . CHRISTOPHER HOPKINS, 
Trinity Republican Club, Ct. Intercollegiate Student Legislature, 220 Ocean Ave., Marblehead Mass. 01945 ... 
RICHARD KERMOND, Alpha Delta Phi, Soccer, Squash, 7 Sheffield West, Winchester, Ma. 01890 ... ELIZABETH S. 
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Christopher Hopkins Garrett Keating Richard Kermond Elizabeth Kilbourn 
Amanda Kohlhas Josephine Lauriello Susan MacGrath 
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Wendy Melville Marilyn Moore 
Robert Murdock Macauley Nash Virginia O'Brien Gail Powell 
KILBOURN, Women's Var. Crew, 149 Chestnut City, NY 11530 .. . EDWARD FELIX KLOMAN, 57 Sammis St. , 
Rowayton , Ct., 06853 ... AMANDA ANN KOHLHAS, Cambridge Road, Haverford, Pa. 19041 ... JOSEPHINE 
LAURIELLO, Phi Beta Kappa, 1 Sagamore Rd. , Stamford, Ct., 06902 .. . SUSAN ABIGAIL TALCOTT MACGRATH, 
Field Hockey Man., Lacrosse, Big Sister, 213 E. 62nd St. New York, NY 10021 ... ALEXANDER BOYDEN 
MAGOUN, Track, Cross Country, Spy Rock Hill Rd. , Manchester, MA 01944 ... WENDY FRANCES MELVILLE, 
SGPB, Cerberus, 4 Paul Revere Road, Worcester, MA. 01609 ... MARILYN RUTH MOORE, Delta Kappa Epsilon, 
1421 Midvale Ave. #104, Los Angeles CA, 90024 .. . ROBERT B. MURDOCH, Saint Anthony Hall, Soccer, Outing 
Club, 68 Buttonwood Lane, Darien Ct. 06820 . . . MACAULEY BANCROFT NASH, Crew, 41 Everett Ave., Provi-
dence, Rl, 02906 ... VIRGINIA 0. OBRIEN, 62 Norfolk Rd., Arlington Ma. 02174 ... JOHN FRANCIS PHALEN, 449 
Brownstone Ridge, Meriden Ct., 06450 ... JAMES BURDETTE POMEROY, 87 Tanglewood Ave., Bronxville NY 
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Nicholas Rigopulas Timothy Rose Paula Sarro Alan Schiffman 
10708 ... GAIL LYNN POWELL, 8216 Cherokee Circle, Leawood, Kansas, 66206 ... NICHOLAS CHRISTOPHER 
RIGOPULOS, Saint Anthony Hall, Var. Tennis, AISEC, 47 Woodbury Rd., Watertown, CT. 06795 ... TIMOTHY 
DANIEL ROSA, 55 Lockwood Dr., Watertown, Ct. 06795 ... FARAJ SAGHRI, Flat 6-99 Eaton Place, London SW 
1 UK .· . . PAULA M. SARRO, 119 Northumberland Gate, Lynbrook, NY, 11563 ... ALAN GARY SCHIFFMAN, 
Curriculum Committee, Career Counseling Committee, 40 Wilk Rd, Edison, NJ, 08817 . . . ROBERT VICTOR 
SCHNEIDER, 57 Summer St. #710, Hartford Ct., 06105 .. . JOHNS. SHEPARD, 5301 Westpath Way, Bethesda 
Md., 20016 ... ELIZABETH FRANCESCA SEEGER, Tennis, 213 S. Fairfax St., Alexandria, Virginia, 22314 ... 
JAMES ANTHONY SHAPIRO, 29 Quinn Road, Briarcliff Manor, NY, 10510 ... C.E. TOPPER SHUTT, Delta Kappa 
Epsilon, 1145 Riverbank Road, Stamford Ct., 06903 .. . JOHN JOSEPH SLATTERY, 1825 Riverside Drive, New 
York, NY, 10034 ... WENDY SAND SOBEY, East 20 St. New York, NY, 10010 ... GEORGE H. TILGHMAN, JR., 
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Saint Anthony Hall, Squash, Chicken Valley Rd. Locust Valley Long Island, NY, 11560 
. .. ERROL C. TRAIN, 1803 Kalorama Sq. Washington, DC, 20008 . .. SARAH 
ELLEN VEALE, Runawit Rd., RFD #1, Exeter, NH, 03833 .. . PAUL JOSEPH 
VELARDI, Student Legislature, Pres. CISL, Anchorman and Co-News Director of 
WRTC-FM, Nelson Blvd., Brewster, NY, 10509 .. . FREDERICK CARE WAPPLER, 
Football, Basketball, 306 Thyer Pond Road, Wilton, Ct., 06897 . .. MICHAEL FRED-
ERICK WHITE, Alpha Delta Phi, 407 Chews Landing Road, Haddonfield, NJ, 08033 
.. . SIDNIE ANN WHITE, 36 Plymouth Road, Stamford, Ct. 06906 . . . MARGARET 





C. E. Topper Shutt 
John Slattery 
Wendy Sobey 
George Tilghman, Jr. Errol Train Sarah Veale Paul Velardi 
Frederick Wappler Michael White Sidnie White Margaret Woodbridge 
Allison Ake 
Peter Bain 
Deborah Davis Peter Duncan Julie Johnson Leslie Kase 
ALLISON BRADLEY AKE, 184 Highland Road, Rye, N.Y. 10580. PETER LANNING BAIN, Delta Psi, Ivy Ed., Tripod 
Ed., 6670 Wyman Lane, Cincinnati, Oh. 45243 ... DEBORAH SUE DAVIS, Var. Basketball, Var. Crew, Women's 
Softball, St. James Newtown Road, Worton, Maryland, 21678 . .. PETER STUART DUNCAN, Psi U, Hockey, 
Lacrosse, 35 Apawamis Ave., Rye N.Y., 10580 ... MARY RANDALL HARDIN ... JULIE PECK JOHNSON, Tripod, 
SGPB, 3 Woodland Pl., Grosse Pointe Michigan, 48230 ... LESLIE ANN KASE, 10125 Wenonga Lane, Leawood, 
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David Klein Dede Seeber Katherine Stallings 
Susan Taylor 
James Wyda 
Kansas, 66206 ... DAVID ALBERT KLEIN, 237 Oxford St., Hartford Ct., 06105 ... JEANNE M. KULEWICZ, 163 
Jones Hollow Rd., Marlborough, Ct. 06447 . .. DEDE MARJORY SEEBER, Var. Tennis (Gold Award 1980), Man., 
Men's Squash, Sailing Club, Alumni Fund Drive, 36 Brooklawn Parkway, Fairfield, Ct., 06432 .. . KATHERINE R. 
STALLINGS, Trinity Tutoring Program, Edwards Point Road, Rumson, N.J., 07760 ... SUSAN B. TAYLOR, 29 













Linda Buchin Brison Ellinghaus 
ANN BASSETT 524 South Bowman Ave., Merion, Pa. 19066, R.A. , President's Environmental Studies 
Fellow ... MARY ELIZABETH BOURGET 348 North Steele Rd., West Hartford, Ct. 06117, Crew (Vars. -
Coaches Award- 1980 Dad Vail Champions), Women's Basketball (Vars.), SGA, Big Sister .. . LINDA C. 
BUCHIN 44 Lowell Rd., Wellesley, Ma. 02181, Crew (Mens Vars. Ltwt. Coxswain). 
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Edward Sloan 
Helen Bartlett Cynthia Blakely Thomas Carouse Elizabeth Carrigan 
HELEN B. BARTLETT. 4615 W. St. North West, Washington, DC 20007 ... CYNTHIA DIANNE BLAKELEY. P.O. 
Box 55, South Wellfleet, MA 02663, Trinity Christian Fellowship (Leader 1980-81), International Club, Kekustan Lukic 
(Finland), Junior Year Abroad: (Princeton in Paris, IES- Vienna, Kent State- Geneva) ... THOMAS CAROUSO. 14 
Lofou St. , Elcali Athens, Greece ... ELIZABETH M. CARRIGAN. 9 Countryside Dr., Summit, NJ 07901 ... JUSTIN S. 
MACCARONE, JR. 16 Overlook Terrace, Simsbury, CT 06070 . .. TAREK F. NAKHLA. 1150 Park Ave. , New York, 
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T arek Nakhla Michele Pagnotta 
Lori Rawls Laura Roulet Barbara Scholl Janet Young 
NY 10028 . .. MICHELE SUZANNE PAGNOTTA. 2737 Devonshire Place, Washington, DC NW, World Affairs Club, 
Tripod, Dance Club, Women 's Center ... LAURA ROULET. 17400 Shaker Blvd., Shaker Heights, OH 44120, 
Cerberus, C.I.S.L. - Trinity Chapter Secretary / Treasurer, Cinestudio-Manager and Student Co-ordinator, Student 
Representative on Film Advisory Committee, Junior Year Abroad at Chelsea College, University of London . . . JANET 
ALEXANDER YOUNG. Box 67 , RD #1 , Zionsville, PA 18092. 
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The Math Department 
Wendy Biddleman Louis Bromberg Michael Fernier James Lamenzo 
Irene Paquette Phillip Pedro Nelson Toner 
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WENDY ANN BIDDLEMAN. 185 Holcomb St. E. Granby, CT, Member- "Force Fan 
Club" ... LOU BROMBERG. 3 Karen Rd. West Hartford, CT 06117, Phi Beta Kappa, 
President's Fellow Math .. . MICHAEL E. FOURNIER. 16 Country Lane Collinsville, CT 
06022 . . . JAMES RALPH LAMENZO. 21 Chester Drive, Windsor Locks, CT, Cer-
berus, Student Tutor .. . IRENE A. PAQUETTE. 78 Harwich Street, Hartford, CT 
06114, President's Fellow (Computer Coordinated Major) . .. PHILIP J. PEDRO. 46 
Mackworth St. Portland ME 04103 ... NELSON A. TONER. 75 Stroudwater St. 
Westbrook, ME 04092, Baseball (Varsity), Intramural Team; The Force 1979-1980 
Intramural Champions, SGA; SGA Budget Committee, RA (NSC) . .. ERNEST I. WIL-
SON. 5 Brook Rd. Enfield, CT 06082 .. . 
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Erica Berry Neil Dunay Lydia Ewing 
192 












MICHAEL BIENKOWSKI. 168 Green Hill Rd. Madison, CT, Teaching Assistant- 2 Years, Chorus, Orchestra, WRTC 
- Radio Announcer ... ALYSSA C. BUSHNELL. 1515 Main St. Glastonbury, CT 06033 . .. NEIL G. DUNAY. 19 Or-
cuttville Rd . Stafford Springs, CT 06076 ... LYDIA M. EWING. 1629 Millard St. Bethlehem, PA 18017 .. . JANETTE 
FRASER ... MARGARET A. HIGGINS. R.D . 2 Box 74 Middletown, DE 19709, Varsity Crew . . . DIANE LEE 
NAPERT. 116 Stonehedge Dr. Newington, CT 06111, College Orchestra, President's Fellow for Music ... ANTHONY 
WELDON SHENTON. 20 Stuart Dr. E. Glen Cove, NY 11542, Concert Choir, Chapel Singers, Dungeons and Dragons, 
Bushido, Timbrel, Dance Club, Cruciform . .. LYNN SUSMAN. 61 Saxony Drive Sudbury, MA 01776, Trinity Tripod ... 
SIDNIE A. WHITE. 36 Plymouth Rd . Stamford, CT 06906 ... 
Diane Napert Anthony Shenton Lynn Susman Sidnie White 
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Jonathan Cohen Eric Gaydosh 
Ellen Grossman Thomas Kaczmarcyk John Mazzarella Richard McWilliams 
ERIC J. GAYDOSH. WRTC Business Manager ... ELLEN B. GROSSMAN. 93 Sunset Hill Drive Branford, CT 06405, 
Softball . . . THOMAS ALEXANDER KACZMARCYK. 502 Prospect Street, Torrington, CT 06790, WRTC (Disc 
Jockey), Resident Assistant ... JOHN MARK MAZZARELLA. 2308 N.W. 196 Seattle, WA 98177 Fencing, Track, 
Rugby, I.M. Alumni Trophy '80, Boomerang, Alligator, Waterbed .. . CANDICE A. PLUCHINO. 579 Floyd Street 
Englewood Cliffs, NJ 07632 . . . KATHERINE FRANCES RAE. 65 Pickwkck Drive Rochester, NY 14618 Photoclub, 
Yearbook Photographer . . . J. GAVIN REARDON. JR. 141 Prescott St. West Boylston, MA 01583 . . . PETER 
AUGUSTINE SANCHEZ. 781 Warburton Ave. Yonkers, NY 10701 Cross Country (Frosh), J.V. Basketball (Soph), 
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Candice Pluchino Katherine Rae 
J. Gavin Reardon Jr. Peter Sanchez 
Wendy Shoolman Peter Smith Emily Tan sky Brian Zaff 
MEMBER of TCB 1, 2, 3, 4, Supervisor at Mather 1, 2, 3, 4, Front Desk Worker at Mather (Frosh) .. . RUTHANNE 
SHPINER. 64 Shultas Place Hartford, CT 06114 ... WENDY MARLOWE SHOOLMAN. 348 Buckminster Road 
Brookline, MA 02146 .. . PETER JEROME SMITH. P.O. Box 53 Quaker Hill, CT 06375 Wrestling- 2 Varsity Letters, 
Trinity Christian Fellowship- Co-Leader '79-80, '80-81, Concert Choir '78-80, Timbrel, Chapel Singers ... EMILY L. 
TANSKY. 3 Fox Hunt Lane Lake Success, NY 11020 . .. BRIAN SCOTT ZAFF. 20 Oakview Ave. Maplewood, NJ 
07040 Frisbee, Silences (Editor), Brother Aloof and the Detrimentals, Committee For Change at Trinity (President), 








David Albin Gail Bogossian-roy Mary-Ann Bono Margaret Danaher 
DAVID I. ALBIN ... GAIL BOGOSSIAN-ROY. 130 Mayflower St. West Hartford, CT, President's Fellow in Political 
Science . .. MARY-ANN BONO. R.D. 7 Kittanning, PA 16201 ... MARGARET A. DANAHER. 150 Cliffmore Dr. West 
Hartford, CT 06107 ... JOHN R. EWING. 1421 Fallsmead Way Rockville, MD 20851 ... LOEL P. GUINNESS. 
Windels & Marx 51 W. 51st New York, NY 10019 ... KEVIN PATRICK HALL. North Lake Street, Litchfield, CT 06759 
Tennis 1, 2, 3 ... KAREN LEE McDONALD. 69 Green Ave. Madison, NJ 07940 Brother Aloof & the Detrimentals, 
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Kevin Hall Karen McDonald 
Elizabeth Mclean David Muskat John O'Connell Jr. 
205 
Kevin O'Rourke Kenneth Perry Paul Romano Faraj Saghri 
Democratic Socialist Organizing Committee, Silences (Co-Editor), Committee for Change at Trinity (Coordinator) , 
CONNPIRG, NARAL, Amnesty International, Greater Hartford Coalition Against Registration and the Draft, Todd 
Rundgren Fan Club, TA- Radical Political Economy, East Asian Civilization; Pi Gamma Mu ... ELIZABETH BARRY 
MCLEAN. 448 Old Reservoir Road Wethersfield, CT 06109 AIESEC - Vice President for Public Relations . . . DAVID 
SPENCER MUSKAT. 3265 Vandenburg Circle Carswell A.F.B., TX 76127, Cross-Country, Track, World Affairs 
Association- President, Big Brothers ... JOHN F. O'CONNELL, JR. 11 Eastgate Lane Hingham, MA 02043 ... KE-
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Carl Schiess! Ill Tabitha Zane 
VIN P. O'ROURKE. 305 Furnace Dock Rd. Peekskill, NY 10566 ... KENNETH RICHARD PERRY. 95 Cardinal Dr. 
Meriden, CT 06450, Connecticut Intercollegiate Student Legislature, Cinestudio ... MICHAEL K. RAUSEO. 33 
Honeypot Rd. Southwick, MA 01085 ... PAUL F. ROMANO. 77 Eighth St. Derby, CT Football- Captain, Alpha Chi 
Rho ... THOMAS R. ROMANO . .. PERSHENG SADEGH-VAZIRI. 49 K Delfan Takht-Tavoos Tehran, Iran ... 
TABITHA NELSON ZANE. 420 West End Ave. New York, NY 10024 Volleyball, WRTC- Newscaster, Contributing 
Editor for the Tripod , Jesters . . . 
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Sarah Allyn Gail Alwang Isabelle Aronsohn Peter Bennett 
SARAH NICHOLS ALLYN 3525 Holly Ave. Cincinnati, Ohio 45208. Timbrel GAIL MARIE ALWANG 5 Arlington St. N. 
Meriden, CT. 06450. Swimming, Track, Trinity Christian Fellowship .. . ISABELLE HAYDEN ARONSOHN 201 E. 69th 
St. Apt. 14F. New York, N.Y. 10021 ... PETER C. BENNETT 2200 Ridge Rd. North Haven, Ct. 06473. Var. Baseball , 
Big Brothers, Tripod ... LIANE CAROL BERNARD 35 Dogwood Lane, Westport, Ct. 06680. Delta Kappa Epsilon, 
SGA, IFC, Trinity Women's Organization, Concert Choir, Free University, Frisbee, Ivy, Student Coalition ... ALISON 
MARIE BRENNAN Topping Rd. Greenwich, Ct. 06830 ... MARTHA BROCHIN 16 Hemlock Hollow. Woodbridge, CT 
06525 . .. STEPHEN ADAM BROWN 55 Butternut Drive. Norwich, CT 06360. Psychology Club, Alumni Fundraising 
Committee .. . DOROTHY D. BUNDY 39 Walker Rd ., Manchester, Mass. 01944. Var. Field Hockey, Var . Lacrosse, 
MVP. Field Hockey- all time leading scorer . . . SUSAN J. CARELLO 108 Blue Hill Drive. Warwick, R.I. 02886 . . . 
DIANE CHADWICK-COLLINS Apartado 68316 Altamira. Caracas, Venezuela. International Club, La Voz Latina, 
Chapel Singers, Concert Choir, Resident Assistant ... JONATHAN CHARLES COHEN 53 Edgemere Rd. Hamden, Ct. 
06517 ... MARYANNE DOBEK 98 Miller St. New Britain, Ct. 06053 .. . MARK EUGENE ECKEL 80 Bellevue Ave. 
Springfield, Mass. 01108 . .. MARY EIGLER 28 Pine Ridge Dr. Madison, CT 06443. Big Sisters, Cerberus . .. 
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Liane Bernard Alison Brennan Martha Brochin Stephen Brown 
Dorothy Bundy Susan Carello Diana Chadwick Mary Anne Dobek 
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Mary Eigler Francis Fitzgerald Michael Freedman Elizabeth Graf 
FRANCIS P. FITZGERALD 92 Willie Circle. Tolland, CT 06084. Alpha Chi Rho, Football, Rugby .. . MICHAEL D. 
FREEDMAN 27 Bedford Rd. Pleasantville, N.Y. 10570 ... ELIZABETH CAMILLE N. GRAF 115 Field Point Circle. 
Greenwich, CT. 06830. Field Hockey . .. JILNA GRIESEMER 10 Myrtle St. Belmont, Mass. 02178 . .. LISA E. 
HALLE Merry Hill. Stevenson, Md. 21153. Var. Field Hockey, Var. Lacrosse, Ivy ... PAUL HALLOWELL HOUGH 503 
Dogwood Lane, Conshohocken, PA 19428. Soccer, Concert Choir, Alpha Delta Phi . .. DANIEL JOSEPH JACOBS 57 
Hickory Rd. Torrington, Ct. 06790. Psi Upsilon . . . ELIZABETH SCOTT JEFFERY 81 Husted Lane. Greenwich, Ct. 
06830 . . . HARRY JONES Ill 181 Woodridge Circle. New Canaan, CT 06840. Alpha Delta Phi ... DANIEL KAHN 9 
Coach Lane. Alpha Delta Phi, Var. Soccer ... SAUNDRA A. KEE 23 Glenwood Pl. East Orange, N.J. 07017. Alpha 
Kappa Alpha Sorority, Intramural Volleyball, Cheerleading Co-captain, TCB Secretary ... MARSHALL M. KENNARD 
38 Ohear Ave. Enfield, Ct. 06082 . .. EILEEN LESLIE KERN 600 North Edgemere Dr. West Allenhurst, N.J. 07711 . 
Var. Tennis- Captain- M.V.P., Squash, Cerebus, Hillel ... SUSAN L. KIDMAN 299 Brookline St. Needham, Mass. 
02192. President's Fellow, Dance Club President ... BRIANT. LEE 110 Lincoln St. Hartford, CT 06106 .. . ISABEL 
LERMAN 822 Leigh Mill Rd . Great Falls, Va. 22066 ... DONALD E. McKEEHAN, JR. 52 Pierson Dr. Wallingford, CT 
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William M. Mace 
Jilna Griesemer Lisa Halle Paul Hough Daniel Jacobs 
Elizabeth Jeffrey Harry Jones Ill Daniel Kahn Saundra Kee 
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Eileen Kern 
Susan Kidman lzzy Lerman Donald McKeehan, Jr. Anne Montgomery 
06492. Alpha Chi Rho, Var. Football, Var. Swimming, Var. Track .. . CONSTANCE ANNE MONTGOMERY 17 
Lancaster Drive. Westwood, Mass. 02090. Kappa Alpha Phi, Var. Track- Captain, Var. Swimming- Captain . .. 
KIM MOSES 14460 Shaker Blvd. Shaker Heights, Ohio. 44120 . .. FRANK THEODORE NETCOH 19 Deborah Rd. 
Windsor Locks, CT 06096. Alpha Chi Rho, Var. Football- most QB sacks in season and career, Var. Baseball-
Captain ... GARY REISFIELD 461 Ocean Blvd. Malibu, Ca. 90265. Psychology Club, Tennis ... MICHAEL B. 
RODBELL 10541 Catterskill Ct. Columbia, MD 21044 . . . AMI ROTHSCHILD 4 Clinton Pl. Millburn, N.J. 07041 ... MI-
CHAELS. SMITH Box 176, Far Hills, N.J. 07931 . Delta Kappa Epsilon, Crew ... NOEL R. SORVINO 484 Old Short 
Hills Rd. Short Hills, N.J. 07078. SGA. SGPB, Senior Class Gift Committee ... EDWARD THEURKAUF Elbow La. 
Chester Springs, PA 19425. CHAT. German Prize Winner, Silences- Editor ... JOSEPH EUGENE TROIANO 3 
Beach Rd . Bloomfield, CT. 06002. Resident Assistant SGA, Van coordinator, SAGA Headwaiter ... ANDREW 
MARTIN WEISS 3810 Lakeshore Dr. Apt. 9B, Chicago, Ill. 60657 .. . BETH YOUNG 257 Mount Joy Ave. Freeport, 
N.Y. 11520 Var. Swimming, Student Athletic Trainer . . . 
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Kim Moses Frank Netcoh 
Gary Reisfield Ami Rothschild Michael Smith Noel Sorvino 
Edward Theurkauf Joseph Troiano Andrew Weiss Beth Young 
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AMY GRACE BROWN. 47 Carisbrooke Road, Wellesley Hills, MA 02181 ... THOM-
AS FRANCIS HARKINS ... DONNA LEE MANDEL. 33-04 Junction Blvd., Jackson 
Heights, New York, NY 11372 ... WENDY SUE MARKOFF. 34 Donna Road, 








ANNE P. MADARASZ. 8 Holly Lane, Malvern, PA 
19355 ... ALISON LEIGH MOUNTFORD. 14 7 Green 
Hill Rd . Kinnelon, NJ 07405 . .. CARL J. SCHIESSL, 
Ill. 412 Half-Way House Rd. Windsor Locks CT 06096 
216 
Anne Madarasz Leigh Mountford 
217 
THOMAS S. ADIL. 53 Desmond Dr., Wethersfield, CT 06109 ... CORNELIA PHISTER ATCHLEY. Granville Rd., 
Lincoln, MA, Lacrosse 1978, Trinity Review- Art Editor 1980-81 ... T. SLOAN BOOCHEVER. 52 Cromwell Pl., Old 
Saybrook, CT 06475, Varsity Squash 1979-80 ... SUSAN LYNN GERACI. 20 Kimball Rd., Wethersfield, CT 06109 
... CLIFTON PARK GERALD. 71 Hundreds Rd., Wellesley Hills, MA 02181 ... DAVID V. GILPIN. Colonial Lane 
RD#2, Malvern, PA 19355, Alpha Delta Phi, JV Lacrosse 1978-79 ... BETHANY A. HANSON. 125 Roselyn Dr. , 
Pittsfield, MA 01201 . .. MINNA AGEE HARDY. P.O. Box 173, Easton, MD. 21601 . . . EDWARD HING-GOON. 700 
Hummingbird Lane, Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33324 ... ROBERT L. POLLIEN. 1040 General Lafayette, West Chester, PA 
19380 ... 
Cornelia Atchley T. Sloane Boochever Susan Geraci Clifton Gerald 
David Gilpin Edward Hing-Goon Robert Pollien 
218 
Cressida Bainton Kristen Golden 
CRESSIDA BAINTON. Box N7776, Nassau, Bahamas, 
DKE Jesters . .. KRISTEN ANNE GOLDEN. 400 Island 
Way, Apt. 808, Clearwater Beach, FL 33515, Jesters 
President, Women's Center, Trinity Women's Organiza-
tion .. . JANET P. WEAKLEY. 645 Riviera Isle, Ft. Lau-
derdale, FL 33301 .. . LAURIE S. WELTZ. 945 Fifth 
Ave. , New York, NY .. . 
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Theodore D. Lockwood, president 
220 
Thomas A. Smith, vice-president James F. English, vice-president for 
finance and planning. 
221 
George B. Cooper, secretary of the college Andrew G. DeRocco, dean of the faculty 
222 
W. Howie Muir, director of admissions Gerald J. Hansen, Jr., director of alumni 
and college relations 
223 
Karl Kurth, Jr., director of 
athletics 
224 
John Monaccio, director 
of audio visual 
Riel S. Crandall, director of 
buildings and grounds 
Christopher J. Shinkman, director of 
career counseling 
Cheryl R. lves, associate director 
of career counseling 
225 
Alan C. Tull, chaplain George C. Higgens, Jr., college counselor 
226 
David Winer, dean of students Wayne J. Asmus, director 
of mather campus center and 
advisor for student affairs 
Kristina B. Dow, director 
of residential services 
227 
J. Ronald Spencer, associate academic dean 
228 
William D. Guzman, director, upward bound 
program 
Constance E. Ware, director of 
development 
Frank W. Sherman, director of 
annual giving 
Louise H. Fisher, director, 
individualized degree program 
229 
Ralph S. Emerick, librarian 
230 
Peter J. Knapp, reference librarian and 
archivist 
Cheryl A. Martin, documents librarian Jeffrey H. Kaimowitz, watkinson library 
curator 
231 
Richard E. Noble, sports information director Joanne M. Miller, registrar 
232 
f 
Michael J. Schweighoffer, director of security Joe Geraci, locksmith 
233 
234 
Scott Kent Abery, Economics & Psychology 
Leonard Patrick Adam, Biochemistry & Mathematics 
Thomas Seymour Adil, Studio Arts 
Allison Bradley Ake, American Studies 
Robert John Aiello, Economics 
David I. Albin, Political Science 
Sarah Nichols Allyn, Psychology 
Gail Marie Alwang, Psychology 
Eric Bruce Anderson, Economics 
Natalie Elizabeth Anderson, English 
Gordon Field Armour, English 
Isabelle Hayden Aronsohn, Psychology 
Cornelia Phlster Atchley, Studio Arts 
Peter Lanning Bain, American Studies 
Cressida Brookes Bainton, Theatre Arts 
Jeffrey Stuart Baker, English 
Andrea Georgeann Balas, History 
Richard Carlton Bangs, Jr., Chemistry & Economics 
Dlrck Barhydt, Jr., English 
Helen Buck Bartlett, lnterdisc. Literary Writing & Dance 
Ann Bassett, Enviornmental Studies 
Patricia Anne Beaird, Biology 
Stewart Pursel Beckwith, Economics 
Livia M. Benavides. Chemistry 
Peter Charles Bennett, Psychology 
Bruce Michael Berg, History 
Caryn R. Berger, English 
Anne Therese Bergeron, English 
Cheryl Beth Berkowitz, English 
Barry Dale Bergquist, Biology 
Liane Carol Bernard, Psychology 
Erica Sandstrom Berry, Spanish 
John Carter Bertolini, Biochemistry 
Wendy Ann Biddleman, Mathematics 
G. David Biega, Art History 
Michael John Bienkowski, Music 
Cynthia Dianne Blakeley, lnterdisc. International Relations 
Michael Lewis Blinder, Economics 
Stephen Mattison Bliss, Economics 
Lydia Colwell Bliven, English 
Gail Bogosslan-Roy, Political Scice 
Mary-Ann Bono, Political Science 
Thomas Sloane Wilson Boochever, Studio Arts 
Mary Elizabeth Bourget, Environmental Studies 
Andrew Jude Boyland, History 
John Bernard Braskamp, Economics 
Alison Marie Brennan, Psychology 
John Timothy Brennan, Economics 
Michael Francis Bresnahan, History 
Martha Brochin, Psychology 
Louis Joel Bromberg, Mathematics & Physics & Computer 
Major I Mathematics 
Amy Grace Brown, Religion 
James Morris Brown, Biology 
Michael Stevenson Brown, Economics 
Stephen Adam Brown, Psychology 
Linda Chase Buchin, Biology & Environmental Studies 
Barry W. Bucklin, Psychology 
Dorothy Deming Bundy, Psychology 
Karen Andrea Burke, Biology 
Alyssa Courtenay Bushnell, Music 
Stephen Campbell Butler, History 
Helen Elizabeth Hooper Callahan, English 
James David Mcintosh Cameron, Ill, Biology 
Joseph Angelo Camilleri, Biochemistry 
Joan Whalen Campo, Economics 
Michael Johnathan Campo, Art History 
Teresa Ann Cannavaciolo, Computer Major 1 Engineering 
Susan Jeanne Carella, Psychology 
Thomas Carouso, lnterdisc, International Relations 
Elizabeth Mary Carrigan, Economics & lnterdisc. Interna-
tional Relations 
Thomas Hellmuth Carroux, Psychology 
Sarah Pitts Carter, History 
Thomas Richard Casey, Classics 
Nancy Elizabeth Ceccon, Biology 
Marianne Diana Chadwick-Collins, Computer Major 1 Psy-
chology 
Walter Louis Champion, Jr., English 
James Michael Charbonnier, Computer Major 1 Chemistry 
Thomas McCall Chase, Economics 
Robert Eugene Chudy, Jr., History 
Erica Jean Churgln, Economics 
Laura Farr Clay, Biology 
Richard George Clift, Biology 
Jonathan Charles Cohen, Philosophy & Psychology 
Lisa Marla Coleman, Economics 
Bradford Darrach Conover, Political Science 
Josephine Contrlno, Biology 
James Albert Corvino, Economics 
Peter James Coughlan, English 
Stephen John Coukes, History 
Jean Gibson Crawford, Economics 
Richard Priddle Dahling Economics 
Margaret Anne Danaher, Political Science 
Andrew Nell Davis, Biology 
Deborah Sue Davis, American Studies & Computer Major 1 
American Studies 
Marian Louise Davis, Art History 
David Stuart Deacon, Economics & Computer Major 1 Eco· 
nomics 
Geoffrey Russell Dlmmich, Biology & Economics 
Marie Bernadette DITaranto, Chemistry 
Maryanne Rose Dobek, Psychology 
Antonio Tomas Docal, Economics 
Holly Dodge Doremus, Biology 
Talbott Kimball Dowst, Psychology 
Victor Alberto DaSilva Medeiros Duarte, Biochemistry 
Nell George Dunay, Music & Spanish 
Peter Stuart Duncan, American Studies 
Stephen M. Dylag, English 
Frederick Rommel Eberle, History 
Mary Allee Elgler, Psychology 
Ann Tucker Elllnghaus, History 
Brison Richard Elllnghaus, Biology & Environmental Studies 
Darcy Jo Engholm, German 
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Eugenia Evelyn Erskine, History 
Peter Thomas Evans, 'Economics 
John Randolph Ewing, Political Science 
j Lydia Macy Ewing, French & Music 
...... John Christopher Farmelo, Economics 
Shaun Robert Finnegan, Economics 
Brian Paul Finnerty, History 
Francis Patrick Fitzgerald, Psychology 
Valerie Ann Foley, English 
Laura Ruth Ford, English 
Michael Edward Fournier, Mathematics 
Gregory Francis Fox, History 
Henry Stebbins Fox, History 
Janette Fraser, Music J 
Michael David Freedman, Computer Major I Psychology, 
Lucile Shepard Frick, Art History & Psychology 
Jane Purtill Fuller, Psychology 
Diana Pamela Furse, Art History 
Karen Christine Gaertner, Computer Major I Engineering 
Virginia Gardner, Italian 
Joshua Evan Garfield, Biology 
Eric John Gaydosh, Philosophy 
Susan Lynn Geraci, Psychology & Studio Arts 
Clifton Park Gerald, Studio Arts & Computer Major 1 Studio 
Arts 
Alicia Judith Giangrande, Engineering 
Stephen Noyes Gibbs, Economics 
David Richard Giblin, History 
Sibley Gillis, Art History 
David Vincent Gilpin, Studio Arts 
Jeanette Marie Glass, Economics 
Ross 0. Goldberg, Economics 
Kristen Golden, Theatre 
Michael Walter Goss, Biochemistry & Physical Sciences 
Ellen Michele Gould, History 
Michael Alan Gould, History 
Kenneth Richard Goulet, Economics 
Philip White Grabfield, Economics & Spanish 
Elizabeth Camille Graf, Psychology 
Robert Laurence Grant, Economics 
Jilna Griesemer, Psychology 
Ellen Beth Grossman, Philosophy 
Scott Inglis Gorwney, History 
Myron Eugene Gudz, Engineering 
Loel Patrick Guinness, Religion & Political Science 
James Richard Hagen, Engineering & Studio Arts & Comput-
er Major I Studio Arts 
Kevin Patrick Hall, Political Science 
Lisa Ellen Halle, Psychology 
Carolyn Fraser Hampton, History 
Bethany Anne Hanson, Studio Arts 
Mary Randall Hardin, American Studies 
Minna Agee Hardy, English & Studio Arts 
Thomas Francis Harkins, Religion 
Kathryn Jane Harris, History 
Anthony Cecil Hass, History 
Drew Hastings, Economics 
Jean Nikander Hayden, Biology 
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Ann Bittner Hayes, Art History 
Robert Heap, Biology 
Margaret Reed Henderson, History 
Timothy Philip Henry, Economics & History 
William Rafael Hettinger, Economics 
Marla Joyce Hexter, History 
Margaret Ann Higgins, Music · 
Peter Keith Hill, History 
Robert Powell Hincks, Psychology 
Edward Hing-Goon, Studio Arts 
Keith William Hiss, Physical Sciences 
Tin Pau Ho, Engineering 
Thomas Edward Hodapp, Economics 
Jonathan Lewis Holder, Biochemistry 
Peter William Hoops, History 
Christopher Reuben Hopkins, History 
Paul Hallowell Hough, Psychology 
Talbott Mead Houk, Engineering 
Elena Georina Hovey, Biochemistry 
Peter Baldwin Hubbell, Economics 
Lawrence Jamison Hudson, English & History 
Deborah Denise Humphrey, Intercultural Studies 
Daniel Joseph Jacobs, Psychology 
Elizabeth Scott Jeffery, Psychology 
Amy Karen Jerrehian, French 
Julie Peck Johnson, American Studies 
Harry Fisher Jones, Ill, Psychology 
Thomas Alexander Kaczmarcyk, Philosophy 
Daniel Elliot Kahn, Psychology 
Leslie Ann Kase, American Studies 
Michael Howard Katz, Biochemistry 
John B. Kawecki, Economics 
Garrett Aloysious Keating, II, Biology & History 
Saundra Alice Kee, Psychology 
Leslie Victoria Kei, Biology 
Marshall Martin Kennard, Psychology 
Richard Kermond, History 
Eileen Leslie Kern, Psychology 
Susan Leigh Kidman, Psychology 
Elizabeth Sayers Kilborn, History 
Jeanne Mary Kiltonic, English 
Patricia Ann Kiser, Music 
David Albert Klein, American Studies 
Judy Ann Klein, Economics 
Benjamin Edward Klimczak, Physics 
Edward Felix Kloman, IV, History 
Ridgeway Ridgeway Brewster Knight, English 
Roger Alanson Knight, Economics 
Amanda Ann Kohlhas, History 
Jeanne Marie Kulewicz, American Studies 
Maria La Faci, Psychology 
James Ralph Lamenzo, Mathematics 
Joseph Ralph LaMotta, Psychology 
Ly,nn Louise Laskowski, Biology 
Laura Baily Laughlin, Art History & French 
Josephine Lauriello, History 
Francis Kelly Lawler, Spanish 
Michael Paul LeClair, English 
Brian Thomas Lee, Psychology 
Cynthia Jo Leinwand, English 
John Leisenring, English 
Lauren Beth Lepanto, Art History & English 
Isabel Ann Lerman, Psychology 
Marci Joy Lerner, Economics & Computer Major 1 Economics 
Richard Raoul Leroux, Religion 
Seth Levenstein, Chemistry 
Lisa Susan Lewis, Biology 
Paula Theresa Lin, English 
Andrea Karen Lind, Economics & Computer Major/Econom-
ics 
Eng Seng Loh, Economics 
John Frank Lombardo, Economics 
James Burton Longenback, English 
Ellen Douglas Look, Art History 
Karen Marie Loren, French 
Mary Elizabeth Lorillard, Art History 
William Kent Luby, Economics 
Nancy Lucas, English 
Justin Salvatore Maccarone, Jr., Economics & lnterdisc.ln-
ternational Relations 
Susan Abigail Talcott MacGrath, History 
Timothy Peter Mackin, Economics 
Clinton Kilty Macsherry, Ill, English 
Anne P. Madarasz, Psychology & Sociology 
Alexander Boyden Magoun, History 
Richard Brian Mainville, English 
Richard Ivan Malamut, Biology 
Robert Douglas Malkin, Biology 
Donna Lee Mandel, Religion 
Sandra Lee Margoles, Biochemistry 
Wendy Sue Markoff, Religion 
Sean William Moses Martin, Classics 
John David Mattar, Economics 
Cynthia Laverne Matthews, Biochemistry 
Hunter Church Mayo, French 
John Mark Mazzarella, Philosophy 
Nancy Baily McCulloch, Economics 
Karen Lee McDonald, Political Science 
Gaylene Mary McHale, Modern Languages 
Deanne Gabrielle McKee, Biology 
Donald E. McKeehan, Jr., Psychology 
Elizabeth Barry Mclean, Modern Languages & Political Sci-
ences 
James Davis McVey, English 
Richard St.John McWilliams, English & Philosophy 
Wendy Francis Melville, History 
Karen Ann Merkl, English & Psychology 
Charlotte Bates Meryman, English 
John Hoover Miller, II, Engineering 
Thomas Joseph Miller, Economics 
William Howard Miller, Economics 
Mark Anthony Miranda, Economics 
Constance Anne Montgomery, Psychology 
Elizabeth Brooke Mooney, English 
Marilyn Ruth Moore, History 
Melinda Mitchell Moore, Art History 
Roger Robert Moreau, Economics & Psychology 
Susan Salisbury Morris, History 
Kim I. Moses, Psychology 
Alison Leigh Mounford, Psychology & Sociology 
Alphonse Jeremiah Murasso, Spanish 
Robert Beacham Murdock, History 
Alexandra Murnane, Economics 
Anne Marie Murray, English 
David Spencer Muskat, Political Science 
Tarek Fayek Nakhla, lnterdisc.lnternational Relations 
Ellen Ritchie Nalle, English 
Diane Lee Napert, Music & Spanish 
Macauley Bancroft Nash, History 
Sarah Anne Neilly, Biology 
Frank Theodore Netcoh, Psychology 
Tracy Gay Newman, Economics 
Steven Alan Nisbet, Economics 
Peter J. Nolan, Economics 
Virginia Ann O'Brien, History 
John Francis O'Connell, Jr., Political Science 
Robert Orenstein, Biochemistry 
Paul Wallace Orlando, German & Music 
Kevin Paul O'Rourke, Political Science 
Mark Anthony Padden, Art History & Psychology 
Michele Suzanne Pagnotta, lnterdisc.lnternational Rela-
tions 
William Duncan Paine, English 
Gary Mario Palmer, Economics 
Mark Joseph Panico, Economics 
Irene Ann Paquette, Mathematics & Computer Major 1 Math-
ematics 
Martin John Parks, Economics 
Peter William Paulsen, Classics 
Theresa Payne, English 
Philip Jerome Pedro, Mathematics & Computer Major 1 
Mathematics 
Kenneth Richard Perry, Political Science 
Kristin Elizabeth Peterson, Classics 
Theresa Louise Pezza, Chemistry 
Peter Bradley Pfister, Economics 
Edward Paul Phelan, Economics 
Candice Ann Pluchino, Philosophy 
Robert Laurence Pollien, Studio Arts 
James Burdette Pomeroy, History 
Gail Lynn Powell, History 
Benjamin Pickman Procter, Economics 
Robert Waldron Procter, Engineering & Computer Major/ 
Engineering 
David Maxwell Quackenbos, English 
Mary Elizabeth Queenan, English 
Katherine Frances Rae, Philosophy 
Michael Kenneth Rauseo, Political Science 
Lori Michelle Rawls, Intercultural Studies 
Charles George Raymer, Classics 
J. Gavin Reardon, Jr., Philosophy 
Michael David Reiner, Economics 
Gary Mitchel Reisfleld, Psychology 
Julie Allen Renshaw, Economics 
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Leslie Ann Richardson, Biochemistry 
James Charles Rickert, Economics 
Robert Peter Rieth, Economics 
Micholas Christopher Rigopulos, History 
Charles Madison Riley, Ill, Economics 
Anne Catherine Roche, Chemistry 
Thomas James Roche, Jr., Biology 
Michael Benjamin Rod bell, Computer Major I Psychology 
Louisa Page Rodriguez, Economics 
Gordon Samuel Rogers, Jr. , English 
Paul Francis Romano, Polit ical Science 
Thomas Ralph Romano, Political Science 
Timothy Daniel Rosa, History 
Mary Jane Rosebrough, English 
Lawrence Scott Rosenthal, Biochemistry & Physical Sci· 
ences 
Robert Laurence Rosner, Economics 
Ami Ellen Rothschild, Psychology 
Laura Roulet, lnterdisc.Modern European Studies 
Persheng Sadegh-Vaziri, Political Science 
Carolyn Susan Sadler, Spanish 
Faraj Saghri, History & Political Science 
Luther St. James, Ill, Biochemistry & Engineering 
James Merrel Samsel, Biochemistry 
Peter Sanchez, Philosophy 
Paula May Sarro, History 
Eugene Raymond Saulnier, Studio Arts 
Kenneth Dominic Savino, Economics 
Carl John Schiessl, Ill, Political Science & Sociology 
Alan Gary Schiffman, History 
Robert Victor Schneider, History 
Barbara Susan Scholl, Biochemistry 
Susan Elizabeth Schultz, English & Political Science 
Cathy Hope Schwartz, Economics 
Gall Cecelia Scott, Eco.nomics 
Judith Ann Seeber, American Studies 
Elizabeth Francesca Seeger, History 
Gordon Shafer, Engineering 
James Anthony Shapiro, History & Philosophy 
Judith Nell Shaw, English 
Anthony Weldon Shenton, Music 
John Stewart Shepard, History 
Wendy Marlow Shoolman, Philosophy 
Ruthanne Shpiner, Philosophy 
Tuck-woh Shum, Engineering & Physics 
Charles Edward Topper Shutt, II, History 
Ellen Sibley, French 
Gabriele Skoulman Classics 
John Joseph Slattery, History 
Theodore Sllpchinsky, Psychology 
David Over Smith, Economics & Computer Major I Econom-
ics 
Elizabeth Kathryn Smith, Economics 
Michael Simon Smith, Psychology 
Peter Jerome Smith, Philosophy & Music 
Barbara Ruth Soares, English 
Wendy Sand Sobey, History 
Mary Bouteneff Sokoloff, Psychology 
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Noel Regina Sorvlno, Psychology 
Pamela Ann Southworth, English 
Leonard Spain, Engineering 
Stephen Merrill Spencer, Economics 
Rosemary Spier, Art History 
Katherine Rae Stallings, American Studies & Economics 
Arthur Alan Stern, Economics 
Stephen Mark Sullivan, Economics 
Lynn Susman, Music 
Penelope Sutter, Art History & English 
Roberta Ann Szala, Economics & Computer Major 1 Econom-
ics 
Emily Lynn Tansky, Philosophy & Religion 
Susan Beth Taylor, American Studies & Art History 
Edward August Theurkauf, Psychology 
George Hammond Tilghman, Jr., History 
Nelson Andrew Toner, Mathematics 
Errol Cuthbert Train, History 
Joseph Eugene Troiano, Psychology 
Sarah Ellen Veale, History 
Paul Joseph Velardi, History 
Deborah Anne Vesley, Art History 
Susan Elizabeth Walsh, Economics 
Peter An Yuan Wang, Economics & Computer Major I Eco-
nomics 
Frederick Carl Wappler Ill, History 
Janet Pruett Weakley, Theatre Arts 
Andrew Martin Weiss, Psychology 
Laurie Susan Weltz, Theatre Arts 
Eleanor Ann Wenner, Art History 
Kristen Anne West, English 
Peter Joseph Whalen, Economics 
James Francis Whalen, Biology 
Michael Frederick White, History 
Sidnie Ann White, Music & Religion 
Per John Wicknertz, Economics & Political Science 
Robert Harold Williams, Economics 
Ernest Irvin Wilson, French & Mathematics 
Pamela Bradley Wilton, Economics 
Eric John Woodard, Biochemistry 
Margaret Leete Woodbridge, History 
Eloise Brinson Woods, Psychology 
Strick Johathan Woods, Biology & Economics 
James Wyda, American Studies 
Kay Ellen Wyrtzen, English 
Sarah Yamron, Religion 
Stephen Garrett Yarnall, Economics 
Beth Lenore Young, Psychology 
Janet Alexandra Young, Intercultural Studies 
Patricia Ann Young, Psychology 
Brian Scott Zaff, Philosophy 
Tabitha Nelson Zane, Political Science 
Dr. & Mrs. Compton Allyn 
Mr. & Mrs. St. John Baln 
Mr. & Mrs. Dirck Barhydt 
Dr. & Mrs. Charles A. Berg 
Albert & Nancy Biddleman 
Mr. & Mrs. Bernard Braskamp 
Jim & Carol Cameron 
Mr. & Mrs. Uwe. W, Carroux 
Mr. & Mrs. Thomas E. Davis 
Mr. & Mrs. Rooco DITaranto 
Dr. & Mrs. Park S. Gerald 
Mr. & Mrs. Gaylord W. Gillis, Jr. 
Mr. Philip R. Grabfleld 
Barbara Halle 
Mr. & Mrs. Edward F. Higgins 
Mr. & Mrs. Robert A. Hoops 
Mr. & Mrs. Harry Fisher Jones, Jr. 
Dr. & Mrs. Garrett M. Keating 
Prof. & Mrs. Walter J. Klimczak 
Mr. & Mrs. Burton W. Longenbach 
Mr. & Mrs. Charles P. Mackin 
Mr. & Mrs. Michael Orlando 
Mr. & Mrs. Joseph A. Panico 
Mr. & Mrs. James J. Pezza 
H. M. Quackenbos 
Mr. & Mrs. John Rae 
Mr. & Mrs. Merrel J. Samsel 
Mr. & Mrs. Carl J. Schlessl, Jr. 
Mr. & Mrs. Sheldon Schiffman 
Mr. & Mrs. Arthur Schwartz 
Gertraud K. Skoumal 
Edward & Doris Spain 
Dr. & Mrs. Robert Spier 
Joseph & Mary Szala 
Mrs. Virginia A. Toner 
Mr. & Mrs. Edward T. Veale 
Mr. & Mrs. John A. Walsh 
Mr. & Mrs. Joseph Yamron 
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Mr. & Mrs. John F. Aiello Mr. & Mrs. David Anderson 
Roberta B. Biega Mr. & Mrs. John J. Brennan 
Dr. & Mrs. Malcolm Brochin Mr. & Mrs. Solomon Z. Bromberg 
Mrs. Carmen Corvino Betty Lee & Richard A. Ellinghaus 
Eleanor E. Evans Mr. & Mrs. George Giangrande 
Dr. & Mrs. Robert D. Griesemer Dr. & Mrs. Richard Grossman 
Mr. & Mrs. DanielL. Johnson Dr. & Mrs. Meyer Malkin 
Mr. & Mrs. John H. Merkl Mr. & Mrs. John H. Miller 
Mr. & Mrs. Horace D. Nalle Edward & Dolores Paquette 
Elsa P. Paulsen and Christopher Mr. & Mrs. Donald G. Raymer 
Mr. & Mrs. C. Madison Riley Jr. Mr. & Mrs. George H. Tilghman 
Mr. & Mrs. Joseph J. Whalen Dr. & Mrs. Yuan Kai Wang 
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Congratulations to Joan, 
you we'd clone 
Mr. & Mrs. J. William Campo 
Good Luck Lisa! 
Mr. & Mrs. Harold D. Coleman 
Best wishes to the Class of 1981 
Mr. & Mrs. Carl N. Graf 
Business? Journalism? Politics? Whatever you choose, 
John, you'll succeed. 
Mr. & Mrs. E. B. Leisenring, Jr. 
Rick, we wish you life's best! 
Dr. & Mrs. Marrin Malamut 
Candi, we know you'll make it to the top for you got 
what it takes! 
Francine & John Pluchino 
Great work, Gavin! 
Mr. & Mrs. James G. Reardon 
Mr. & Mrs. Philip W. Smith, Jr. 
Honorable & Mrs. Russell E. Train 
J. Michael, 
we're proud of you. Good luck 
Cal & Francine Cleveland 
Dr. & Mrs. Charles F. Eberle 
Mr. & Mrs. John 0. Henry 
The first Lorillard to graduate from College! Congratula· 
tions, Lisa! Dad would be proud of you. 
Love from Mom & Peter 
Congratulations Rusty! 
Dr. & Mrs. J. Douglas Nisbet 
Congratulations Class of 1981 
Mr. & Mrs. Weldron W. Proctor 
Mr. & Mrs. Theodore J. Shoolman 
Dr. & Mrs. E. A. Theurkauf, Jr. 
Congratulations Jim, you did a great job, we're proud of 
you! 
Mr. & Mrs. William L. Whelan 
Congratulations Janet 




Fritz Eberle, editor 
Ellin Carpenter, layout 
Phil Lovejoy, photography 
Liane Bernard, art 
Mark Boelhouwer, Business 
Marge Scheidt, indispensible 
more staff 
Sandy Smith, management services 
Rick Malamut, pseudo businessman 
Ted Lord, copywrite evader 
Steve Elmendorf, fraternity gatherer 
Charlie Ingersoll, sport assembler 
photo contributions 
Tom Crowell, Dede Seeber, Lisa Halle, Rosemary Spier, Mason 
Mckeehan, Jon Lester, Liane Bernard, Leigh Mountford, Beth 
Pruett, Katie Rae, Emilie Kaulbach 
copy contributors 
Ted Lord, Nick Noble, 
layout contributions 
Lisa Halle, Rosemary Spier, Laura Laughlin, Diane Beltz, Jamie 
Webb, Bob Willisma Williams 
cover design and caligraphy by 
Liane Bernard 
We set out, as it seems most yearbook staffs do, to design and 
construct a winning IVY. With so much initial enthusiasm, it seems 
impossible that at graduation, the book was hardly half complete. The 
reasons were clear. I failed in my judgment of character by giving 
responsibility to people who were not capable of producing. By April, 
there had been some preparation but it was negligible, and all the 
deadlines in the Christmas term had been conveniently ignored. The staff, 
having dwindled to three people, was then confronted with the loss of all 
the prints for the color section, apparently "in the mail." 
Suddenly, in late April, a surge of enthusiasm expanded hope as a new 
group of people joined the ranks to get the book completed. Liane 
Bernard appeared, bringing a skill which developed the character of the 
book: caligraphy. With her completing the cover in record time, we 
realized the book had a chance. Steve Elmendorf got his fraternity 
section in, probably the only person to make a deadline. Mark Boelhauer 
wrote an extremely successful patron letter, against the advice of a 
previous business manager. Then Lisa Halle and Rosemary Spier 
materialized, attacking photography assignments and layout with 
boundless energy and excitement. 
I must, however, hand it to Marge Scheidl for bringing my spirits back 
up when the book looked lost. Her humorous outlook destroyed all 
pessimism. She was a joy to work with and made it easier to forget about 
these who did not follow through. Phil Lovejoy managed to produce 
hundreds of prints at a time until his eyes crossed during the last two 
weeks of school. Finally, Ellin Carpenter worked diligently into the 
summer to complete the senior-faculty section. I wish her all the luck in 
the world with next years book. Her not being a brother at "the Hall" 
may end the criticism the last three editors have met. I tried this year to 
makce the book an all campus representation, and indeed, it is better than 





CONGRATULATIONS TO THE 
CLASS OF 1981 
Nationally renowned 1920's banking decor. Menu: variety 
of beef and seafood. Open 7 days for lunch and dinner. 
Champagne Sunday Brunch 11 a.m. to 3 p.m. 
LAST NATIONAL 
BANK RESTAURANT 
752 MAIN STREET, 
HARTFORD, CONNECTICUT 
246-5387 
"A HOLD UP" 
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